We enjoyed our month off! And now we are back with ISSUE TWENTY-ONE. This is one that
is so very important – which is why it is our longest issue yet. Mental Health. We are finally
getting past this being a taboo subject and something that we recognize and can openly
discuss its impacts and importance. Please join us in reading these amazing entries.
If you are in crises or need help, please know that you can reach out and you are not alone.
Reach out to a friend or family member, to a local crises center (1-800-273-TALK anywhere
in the United States), or your local emergency line.
Thank you for continuing to share our magazine with your friends and family and allowing
our audience to keep growing.

- Kassie & Mel

All entries to this magazine are owned by the individual writer
and any requests to use outside of OpenDoorMagazine® will
need to be approved by the original poet/author
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We are excited to dedicate our October (OUR 24th!)
Issue to our future. The full issue will belong to them.
If you know anyone under the age of 18 that is an
author, poet, artist, etc – have them send their best
work to be shared with the world! All submission
requirements still apply – include name, country of
residence, links to blogs or works, and subject line
that tells us this is the issue they are submitting for:
October Issue The Future!
We can’t wait to share this with you.

THE FIRST STEP – LEIGHTON SCHREYER (HE/HIM)

She drew in a breath and let it settle, holding the air and, by extension, herself in
a kind of limbo as she contemplated how to respond.
“I don’t know what to tell you,” she admitted, letting out a sigh of resignation.
Someone else might have baulked at a therapist brazen enough to admit that she
didn’t know how to respond when you’d just poured your heart out, aired all
your grievances, surrendered your soul, admitted defeat; a therapist who didn’t
have all the answers. But I appreciated that about Ashley—her humanity. She
didn’t pretend to hold a crystal ball, parrot pity scripts, or possess an infuriatingly
steadfast aura of serenity, and she sure as hell wasn’t going to coddle you after a
fall. Her wisdom wasn’t delivered as a neatly wrapped gift with a bow tied on top,
just for good measure; something to be received gratefully, opened carefully.
More often than not, it was delivered like a slap in the face: shockingly, forcefully,
jolting your entire body into being. I needed that.
Ashley was the kind of therapist who listened to all my tired excuses for why I
didn’t make this change or achieve that goal, nodded along while I convinced
myself I’d do it tomorrow—yes, definitely tomorrow—and, by admitting she
didn’t know what to say, somehow say it all: I wasn’t fooling anyone.
Looping a long, slender arm up and around her face shield, Ashley took off her
glasses, which usually trapped her face in a kind of playful malevolence, a
mischievousness that simultaneously welcomed and warned—their chic,
upswept edges paralleling the natural angle of her high cheekbones and strong
jawline, but which had become more of a cripple than a crutch as her warm
breath blanketed the cool glass in a blinding layer of fog.
“I really don’t know what to tell you,” she repeated. “You know just as well as I
do that, you’re making excuses. Procrastinating. You’re treading water, finding
solace in the fact that you’re in the water—you’re coming to therapy, after all—
but you’re refusing to swim. To actually do. the. work.” Ashley pounded her fist
against the table to punctuate these last words, as if its enlistment would help
get her point across.
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I nodded sheepishly, embarrassed that I’d been caught red-handed and, even
more so, that I’d been pleading innocent, denying the truth, believing there
wouldn’t be enough evidence to prove my guilt.
“What’s holding you back, Leighton?” The heated passion fueling Ashley’s voice
had faded into a warm concern. “What are you so afraid of?”
“It’s just…” I paused, unsure of how to explain the despair; how to make sense
of the fear that swallowed my very existence, the fear that bullied me into
believing I was not enough—would never be enough, the fear that taunted and
teased me, reminding me of all the times I tried and failed to get better. “I guess I
don’t think it’s possible to get better,” I said before quickly clarifying, “And I
mean really get better, like free of the eating disorder or whatever they say.”
It was what all the treatment centers advertised, a chance to break free from the
eating disorder’s authoritarian regime; no scars to mark your years of
confinement, no recollections of the corrupt dictator who stole your very self.
Freedom. Absolute freedom. If you asked me, it was all just PR bullshit.
“I mean, look at me!” I exclaimed. “It’s been years and, sure, I’m doing fine.” I
held up my hands, ready to count off the points that proved my claim—the
things I told myself every day when I faltered, unsure if I could go on; the things I
told my mom when she called to ask how I was doing, the angst of losing her
child still dancing in the shadows of her voice. I practically laid out my entire CV
for Ashley before reeling in my point. “No one would know I have an eating
disorder by looking at me. Most people don’t. Most people envy my life. They tell
me how lucky I am, how smart, how strong, how successful, and on and on and
on, swooning over my future’s potential,” I scoffed. “Objectively speaking, I'm
recovered, right?”
Ashley grimaced and shook her head “no”. I knew my reasoning was flawed—it
was the internal, not external world that mattered—but I wasn’t asking for an
answer. I was trying to make a point.
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“I’m not recovered!” I cried, giving credence to Ashley’s objection. “My days are
just carefully choreographed routines. Performances, really. And I’m exhausted.”
I threw my hands up in exasperation. “I just don’t think it’s possible.”
Ashley smirked and shook her head again. “Not with that attitude it’s not,” she
fired back. We looked at each other, momentarily baffled—her by having said
aloud what she’d only intended to think, me by the sting of truth radiating from
her slap—before breaking into laughter.
“I’m sorry, that just slipped out,” Ashley apologized. “My mom used to say that
to me, and I could just hear her voice in my head, ‘Not with that attitude you
won’t’,” She imitated her mother using the high, nasally tone teenagers use with
each other to melodramatically rehash how their parents’ issued a cruel curfew
or unfairly dismissed their outlandish demands. Ashley went on, “I always hated
it when she said that. It seems insensitive and harsh at first, but she kinda has a
point.”
“I know, I know,” I waved Ashley off.
“Look, I get it. You’ve been at it for years. You’re frustrated. You’re exhausted.
This illness has consumed most of your life. But you’re frustrated because you’ve
been treading water, convinced that you’re swimming.” She placed her hands on
the table, palms up. A peace offering. “It’s easier for you to think that it’s not
possible to move forward or make progress—to recover—than it is to admit that
you’re not doing your part. If that were the case, you’d have to make changes,
take risks, step into uncertainty.” Ashley sighed, letting the weight of her words
settle before starting again, more gently this time. Her voice was soft, her gaze
firm.
“You can sit there and pity yourself,” she jutted her chin towards me to suggest
that that’s exactly what I’d been doing, “or you can do something about it.”
“I am!” I countered.
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Ashley raised her eyebrows, unimpressed. My answer was cold. Very cold.
“Okay, maybe I’m not,” I conceded. Warmer. “But I’m trying.” Hot.
“That’s the problem!” Ashley exclaimed, practically jumping out of her chair.
“That I’m trying?”
“Yes, that you’re trying.” For her, it was as clear as one plus one equals two.
Crystal clear, so to speak. Not for me. She’d lost me somewhere in the equation.
“You—” Ashley snatched her pen from the table and pointed it at me so there
was no mistaking who she was talking to. “—are trying,” she drew out the word,
holding the ei of the “y” like an obnoxious driver held a hand on their horn. “By
trying, you’re giving yourself a way out. You want to recover; I know you do. You
just don’t want to walk the path that’ll get you there because it’s hard. It’s dark.
It’s lonely. You might get lost and, from here, you can’t see the other side.”
Everything she’d said was true, but I still couldn’t see where Ashley was going
with this.
“You’re trying to get to the end of the path without walking it. Don’t get me
wrong, you might take a couple of steps here and there, but you always turn
around before venturing too deep, telling yourself that you tried. But did you? Did
you really try? Or are you just nursing the guilt? Concocting an alibi?”
“Well…” I hesitated. I knew she was right, but I wasn’t ready to admit it. Not yet.
I silently pleaded for her to carry on and she did, bringing her barrelling train to a
screeching halt.
“You ‘trying’ is nothing but a way for you to feel better about not doing what you
know you should—,” she stopped, shook her head, then corrected herself. “No,
what you need to be doing.”
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We sat in the tender silence for a while, thinking, waiting.
If we’d been in her office sitting across from each other in padded armchairs,
talking in hushed voices with nothing but a coffee table separating us—the small
room made smaller by overflowing bookshelves and a cluttered desk that called
attention to the scarcity of space—then maybe the conversation wouldn’t have
seemed as confrontational. But we weren’t in her office. We were in a too big,
too bright room that had been refashioned as an office when the pandemic
began to accommodate physical distancing measures. We sat on either end of an
eight-foot-long table like two heads of a house, nearly shouting at each other to
make up for the masks that muffled our voices and the ventilation system, which
no longer hummed to life sporadically, but whirred incessantly.
The tension was palpable.
I busied myself tugging at the frays of my ripped jeans, unabated by the promise
of future regret.
“What are you thinking?” Ashley asked after a few minutes, trying to snap me out
of the trance I’d entered. I kept my gaze fixed on the cotton threads strung
across my knee and systematically pulled on one thread after another after
another, as if testing their resilience. Ashley was used to this, the way I shut down
when I got overwhelmed. I’d disconnect myself from the outside world and take
my mind on hiatus, leaving my body behind as a mere semblance of presence.
When I didn’t respond, Ashley—half sitting, half standing—splayed her body
across the table to reach for the tube of Lysol wipes standing at its center. With
her outstretched arms and desperately extended fingers, she almost looked like a
baseball player who’d just launched their body into a headlong dive to secure
home base and she cheered with as much enthusiasm when she finally managed
to coax the container into reach. Satisfied, Ashley tore off a wipe, sunk back in
her chair, and quickly cleaned her pen before setting it on the table where she
pedalled it back and forth, back and forth, back and forth. Levelling her gaze with
the table, Ashley took aim, then curled the pen across the long, wooden surface
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toward me, her target. It was an impressive feat: the pen slid to a stop mere
inches away from the table’s edge.
Ashley found my eyes and offered a soft smile, “Try picking up the pen.”
“What do you mean?” I asked skeptically.
She shrugged, “Just try.”
I narrowed my eyes. Deep wrinkles of thought rippled across my forehead as I
knit my brows together in concentration. If Ashley had wanted me to pick up the
pen, she would have told me to pick it up. How could I try picking up the pen?
Should I reach for it but not lift it? Lift it but let it drop? Was this a trick?
“I’m not trying to trick you, Leighton.” Ashley laughed, astutely aware of my
tendency to overthink things. “Just try picking up the pen.”
I looked at her warily, still unconvinced, but obedient, nevertheless. I picked up
the pen.
Almost instantaneously, Ashley blurted, “See?”
“Uhhhh…,” I looked from the pen in my hand to Ashley and back to the pen,
searching (to no avail) for an answer in the space between us. She’d lost me
again.
“What did you just do?” she asked.
“I picked up the pen?” It was less of a statement than a question.
“Exactly!” Ashley beamed at me with motherly pride, but I still didn’t get it.
“And?”
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Undeterred by the tone of annoyance that had crept into my voice, Ashley began
explaining, “I asked you to try picking up the pen, yes?”
Yes, yes, I nodded and waved her onward.
“I asked you to try picking up the pen and you picked it up.” Ashley leaned back
in her chair with the confidence of a lawyer defending a case she’d already won.
“You didn’t try picking up the pen because there’s no such thing as trying. Here’s
a situation where you have the knowledge, the resources, the abilities, and,
perhaps most importantly, the confidence needed to complete a task. Picking up
the pen is not about trying. It’s about deciding to pick it up. That’s the first step—
the truly important one. Now do you see where I’m going with this?”
“I think so.”
“You know what you have to do to recover, or at least work towards recovery.
You have the resources and support systems to help you do those things. And,
Leighton, if I know anything, it’s that you have the ability. When you want to do
something, you find a way to do it.”
She was right. If you asked anyone to describe me in one word, they’d almost
certainly say determined. That is, unless you asked my mom when I was three and
insisting on getting myself dressed, or five and staging a protest at the dinner
table about my right to not eat mushrooms, or seven and dead set on learning to
snowboard despite my family’s tradition of skiing. At those times, my mom
would’ve probably said stubborn. Stubbornness, however, matured into
determination.
“You, my friend,” Ashley said, bringing her point to a close, “need to take the first
step.” She looked at me intently, waiting for me to say something, anything, but
the lump in my throat held my voice hostage. Instead, I looked at Ashley, really
looked at her, for the first time that session. A spark of life flickered behind my
tear-laden eyes and a glimmer of hope had begun to penetrate the shadows of
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despair. Ashley saw it then, the moment I made the decision—took the first step.
She gave a humble nod of approval, the corners of her lips twitching into a
faithful smile and, again, without saying a word, she somehow managed to say it
all: this was only the first step of what would be a long, laborious but
undoubtedly worthwhile journey; a journey I wouldn’t have to walk alone.

Leighton Schreyer is an emerging writer and lifelong learner,
who believes stories can change the world by breaking
boundaries, bridging gaps, and inspiring minds. Queer,
crazy, broken, and beautiful, Leighton uses his writing to
challenge the status quo while empowering others to do the
same.
https://twitter.com/leightontheline
https://www.facebook.com/leighitontheline

O IS FOR OCD – TEIKA MARIJA SMITS

The obsession changes. Sometimes it’s clear what it’s about. Like safety. No one
wants their house broken into. Checking that doors are locked is a reasonable
response to that fear. But how much checking is too much? Twice, thrice in a
row? Fifteen times, twenty? And how can a door unlock itself in a fraction of a
second? It’s not my eyes I can’t trust, it’s my brain. It’s as though it’s erased the
memory of the other five times that I’ve already checked the door.
Sometimes the obsession is more unfocussed, centering around feelings of grief,
regret, shame or guilt. When I was a teenager, my father died of a pulmonary
embolism. Like many children and young adults who experience the death of a
parent, I believed that his death was somehow my fault. After all, it was I who
controlled the world around me. Why hadn’t I been able to avert his death? There
is no obvious compulsion in this circumstance. But there was an order of words –
a complicated series of justifications and rationalizations that I could run through
which would lessen the pain. But how much of this kind of rumination is too
much? What happens if you lose minutes, hours, days to thoughts on loop?
During certain periods of my life, I saw my future as all rumination. And what if –
and this is the real killer – that regret, or shame or guilt is in some way justified?
I have had to accept that, prone as I am to OCD, it will always be there, hovering
around the edges of my mind, ready to strike, particularly when I’m stressed or
run down. But even contentedness tempts it to come a-calling. I must always be
watchful; its shadowy promises of control are always alluring.

First published in Hard Times Happen, edited by Dr Charley Barnes
(Black Pear Press)
Teika Marija Smits Bellamy is a fairytalesmith, editor, doodler, motherof-two and... wild woman. Her debut poetry pamphlet, Russian Doll, is
now out with Indigo Dreams Publishing.
https://teikamarijasmits.com/
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A LIFE UPSIDEDOWN

CAGE OF EXPECTATIONS

Duane Anderson
Nebraska, USA

Shareen Chahal
United States

At times, I wished I could
walk on ceilings,
or climb the side of buildings,

Stones of worries,
Spears of anxiety
Pummel and pierce
The tiger, trapped–

impressing everyone I met
with these special talents,
but then, after giving it a second thought,
I decided I didn’t want to take a chance
of being squished like a bug.
It was not a way I wanted my life to end.

Clawing and howling
At the metal bars,
Its voice oppressed,
And so is its stress
Up builds the strain,
And what is left
is a hollow shell of
What the tiger used to be–
Its voice is no more

SEVERE HIGHS, SEVERE
LOWS
Tammy Jann
New Hampshire, USA
https://www.tammyjann.com
Tripping, you're tracing
the outer edge
thoughts are racing
so much to be said
melodies playing
you dance to their tune
swinging and swaying
perform to the room
deplete your joy
reel in the laughter
you are their toy
nothing else matters
there are no limits
it's a matter of time
overrun by spirits
your severe highs

Voices are calling
darkness sets in
stumbling and falling
and losing your grip
trapped in your mind
no keys to this cell
your jailer's unkind
you've lost yourself
love has no meaning
thoughts slip away
your brain is screaming
why should you stay
the world echoes pain
and you're all alone
feelings betrayed
your severe lows

LIKE SPOILED FRUIT
Linda M. Crate
Pennsylvania, USA
mental health is important
so please remember to be there
for people in the capacity that you
can when they may need help,
mental health is important so let's stop
treating it like a secret shame that
someone has to keep quiet
and to themselves because you may
not want to deal with it;
even if you don't have the mental bandwidth
to deal with it you can always be kind to
someone who is suffering they may just want
a person to stand with them in the dark
rather than any advice you could offer them—
give them any help you can because
I find that those struggling the hardest often
keep their mental health burdens to themselves,
my uncle's demons weren't apparent to me
until he took his own life;
and it was when he took his life that I realized
I didn't really want to die I just wanted all this
pain in me to rot away like spoiled fruit.

WELCOME HOME, JIM
Mark Hudson
Jim was gone for nine months or so,
he stopped taking his meds sometime ago.
His first stop was jail for talking back to a cop,
he couldn’t help it-the voices wouldn’t stop.
So, he spent time in jail-where he shouldn’t have
been,
then they transferred him to a looney bin.
All he did was sleep and get medication,
and he wrote poetry and did meditation.
Now he is out with two year’s probation,
and he is struggling with his situation.
The government is helping him out a bit,
but Jim looks for work-he doesn’t quit.
Although he has a natural gift for writing,
he is willing to do jobs that aren’t exciting.
He has a family that he has to support,
and they said he was not fit to stand trial in court.
So now he’s back, and he hopes to move,
he has a lot of chances to prove.
That the mentally ill can be given a chance,
his house was once filled with ants.
His home that he had is seeing foreclosure,
but for his writing, he needs exposure.
People don’t realize that he has a gift,
they stigmatize illness and give him short shrift.
How do I know all these things about Jim?
because I’ve been in the same boat as him.
I’m less likely to judge because of my past,
and God is the judge who judges last.
If we judge others, we will be too,
don’t throw stones it comes back to you.
And so welcome home don’t look back!
It is time to get your life back on track!
(Dedicated to the memory of Jim
Corcoran, who died of natural
causes.)

THE HEALTH OF THE MIND
Kathy Jo Bryant
United States
Happiness and awesome surroundings
Love and joy around us abounding
Are strongly coveted with much desire
Like when you're cold, getting warm by a fire
But in many places despair doth reign
Folk's minds aren't well, no blessing, just bane
Many crowded together no place for peace
There's so much noise that will never cease
Depression rules with an ugly hand
There's just so much, none understand
Please look for ways to calm a troubled mind
There are many great ways to be so kind
You can often speak sweet soothing words
That can sound so sweet like singing birds
Just open your heart and brighten the days
Of saddened hearts in hundreds of ways!

HAVE YOU EVER FELT THE
MOON CRY?
Christina J.
London, UK
https://www.christina-j.com
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Garro
w-King-Garrowlanbooks/dp/B086PMZQR3
I have worn the night.
I've watched Selene
drive her chariot
across the edge of heaven
and seen Hemera's dying breath
breathe out the stars.
I have borne the cloak that Nyx
had placed across my heart
and lost myself in Hypnos' arms
as I danced with Thanatos,
for I have worn the night.
So, if I ask you anything
then I will ask you this;
have you ever seen the stars
and wondered why
that all you ever wished for
has only served to bite?
Have you ever felt the moon cry
whilst wearing well the night?

FALLEN BRANCHES
Amanda Nicholson
https://amandasteelwriter.wordpress.com

You dropped into the river like a fallen branch
Floating there for a while
Waiting for a passer-by to fish you out
But the ducks and riverboats captured their attention
Nobody stopped to notice the fallen branch
Or pondered how you used to be part of an oak tree
Strong and unshakeable, even in the harshest of storms
But alone, you sunk to the bottom of the river
Unable to float back to the surface
No way of ever reconnecting if you did

THE TEARS WERE UNINTENDED
Rose Menyon Heflin
Wisconsin, USA
The tears were unintended, but they fell like rain, nonetheless, that cold
February graveside drizzle paling in comparison. Someone put a hand on my
shoulder in comfort, and I flinched violently away, jerking angrily, embarrassed
by my outburst, by my wracking, mournful sobs, which split the air like thunder,
but unable to control them, despite my best efforts. I wanted to be by myself
then, not out of chagrin and shame, but greed and selfishness - to have one
final moment to share with you alone.
Cold winter and heart
My tears eclipse the raindrops
Memories fall hard
On ground gaping like the sky
The clouds and I weep as one

LUCKY NUMBERS
Grace Garrison
USA
https://www.instagram.com/missgracegarrison/
1, 2, 3, 4, remember it’s inside your head.
Stay above water with whispers of “so it goes.”
4, 3, 2, 1, why won’t you ignore it instead?
And you cannot help but follow that tangled thread,
so down you go the deep, dark rabbit hole you chose.
1, 2, 3, 4, remember it’s inside your head.
Check it twice over to be sure of what’s ahead
(though it may sound a little crazy you suppose).
4, 3, 2, 1, why won’t you ignore it instead?
Keep this, photograph that, preserve the long-lost dead:
a ritual for a past that can never close.
1, 2, 3, 4, remember it’s inside your head.
And you try to be perfect while your hands have bled,
wondering how the pressure just grows and echoes.
4, 3, 2, 1, why won’t you ignore it instead?
There you are drowning in all that remains unsaid,
a puppet who’s strung up by invisible foes.
1, 2, 3, 4, remember it’s inside your head.
4, 3, 2, 1, why won’t you ignore it instead?

IN TIMES OF MADNESS

SAN JUAN DE DIOS

Nolo Segundo

patron saint of the mentally ill and Granada
Karen DuBert
Grenada, Spain

In a time of madness,
When insanity is scratched
Onto canvas by angry painters
And sold for peanuts while
They breathe but when long
Dead of too much drugs, then
100 million will go flying away
For a picture without beauty
Or humanity or even truth—
For that suicidal artist was
Sainted and now sworn by
All the little experts who
Happily declare his greatness.
In a time of madness, how
Will the sane find meaning
When art is the emperor
Without clothes, naked
And butt ugly but none
Dare speak the truth:
That there is no truth—
Just anger and hate and
Febrile, unfertile ugliness.
In times of madness, people
Follow shells, moving voids,
And have burnt all the maps
And squashed every compass.
They follow only one god, as
It impregnates them with a
Myriad of fears and delusions,
And soon they turn to murder:
A reign of terror, a pogrom,
A civil war, a genocide… or
A simple push of the button.

Born before your time
—something you would never know—
eventually history would perceive;
intervening centuries would reveal that
sitting among the outcast
welcoming the broken,
embracing the mentally ill
you were the voice in Granada’s wild-ness.
You leaned against a door of ignorance,
shoved against misunderstanding,
rejected superstition
to embrace a little mystery.
Your compassion for the sick of heart and mind
challenged demonizers,
gained you contempt,
and gathered misfits to collapse at your feet.
More like your Master than you knew,
you wore the robe of mental breakdown—
proving your weakness was His strength.
Now the road named for you,
the basilica, that Temple of Love to God,
the icons of your co-suffering
with the least and with Him
sprinkle this city with reflections
of eternal candles
lighting the vision of God’s Hand
in the life of a broken man.

INNER SPACE
Karuna Mistry
United Kingdom
https://karunacreations.wordpress.com/
They say outer space is the final-most frontier
But equally the inner space – between one’s ears
Through nurturing one’s personal mental state
In wellbeing and mind fullness – to not vacate
The secret to meditation is to focus attention
On an object or a subject of one’s inclination
To withdraw from the senses and disengage
Only to find refreshment when re-engaged
Seek out a secluded place, say under a tree
Ideally and preferably away from the city
Sitting position padded and cross-legged
Focus on the self is where one is headed
Without any distraction or disturbance
Breathe long and chant sacred mantras
Withdraw senses like a tortoise its limbs
For this is where the power of yoga begins
To gain one’s clarity and peace of mind
To claim back quality pieces of time
To connect with nature and the earth
To connect with God and the universe
An ancient art known for eons of years
A time-tested practice to end all fears
Saints and sages acted through the ages
Journey the same path despite the changes
Reference: Bhagavad Gita – chapter 6

THE NIGHT COMES HEAVY
Brendan S Bigney
United States
https://nuclearcowboy.com
https://www.instagram.com/the_nuclearcowboy/
https://twitter.com/NuclearCowboy0
the night comes heavy
but my eyes are open
my gut feels doomed
my heart feels pain
crushed by a grip
that is not there
all again, all again
the moments haunt all again
choking in my dreams
drowning in the sea
fighting in my dreams
drowning in the sea
till the dawn shines on me
my shoulders ache
my mind almost breaks
with a weight –
that's always there
but when the light shines
all I know is fatigue
no lighter than the nights
that weigh down on me

CROWDS

JONATHAN, 1990-2018
for my sister and brother
Merryn Rutledge, Ed. D
New England, USA
http://www.merrynpoetry.org.

https://twitter.com/Merrynrevisions

After prowling the loveless pen where his birth mother held him,
he found a wider world in you.
A toddler runs, whole body laughing
except for eyes that wear a startled look from early loss.
Bullied for his brilliance and outbursts of dismembering grief,
he absorbed his peers’ assurance of unworthiness
while giving out unguarded love, as when he touched
our mother’s cracked cheeks and keened that she would die and leave us.
Hungry to learn the world by heart,
he hunted fossils, wrote a book when he was nine,
befriended Hell’s Angels who crashed a peace march
he was walking with a Buddhist monk,
fed and stroked the wounded animals at the refuge,
even the slit-eyed snakes and armadillos.
Later, in AA, he cupped his ear to his brethren’s hard shells
to listen to the ocean roar of their souls’ motion.
Now that he is gone, I meet his avatars in young men
in subways, airports, city streets–
the ones who decorate themselves with earrings, chains
and tattoos patterned like snakeskin.
Once I would have disregarded them as freaks.
Now I know to love them as they are.
If there is such a thing as resurrection, it was your raising Jon
and though he stumbled into darkness more than once,
you kept a steady gaze on his better selves
until he was ready to grant himself a share of love.

DEATH DAY BIRTHDAY
Mike Ball
Massachusetts, USA
https://www.facebook.com/harrumph
Allow me the pretense (and the comfort)
Of coincidence upon my own day.
Yes, we knew each other both deep and wide
Way back when both of us had much hair,
Hers long and straight, mine blond cotton candy.
A peril of an overdue search engine
Is Find A Grave as the premier result.
A year younger, she died two decades past.
I don’t know why or even how she died,
I do know when, my 41st birthday.
Allow me just that one coincidence.
She was brilliant and, well, crazy, she said.
We used to call that manic-depressive
Before the clinical, cold bipolar.
Her wrists witnessed several attempts in blood
To release her internal suffering.
If she even thought of me on that year,
She surely would have known my natal day,
But allow me the coincidence, please.

EMOTIONS
Najma Nasser Bhatti
Sindh Pakistan
Desires are like venom,
Behold your thoughts,
Just like a captive,
Emotions are fire,
Which may sometimes burn
your honour,
Emotions speak just like,
Sunset sky has thousands words,
Depend up to you,
What you want to be?
Dangerous or powerful one,
Emotions are like oceans,
Which has no destiny,
Sometimes happy, sometimes sad,
There should no reason to be
relax,
Come on stand like strong fort,
Once you learn command on
emotions,
You will be ever victorious.

Her young heart may have simply clutched too hard.
Cancer might have crushed her that very day.
She may have lost on the nearby two-lane
To a pickup crossing the center line.
No matter how alert her mind had been
I don’t accept the portent of that date,
Only one of hundreds that very year.
Coincidence and don’t say otherwise.
Anything else is vanity…and grief.
With loose-ended demise she cannot haunt.

MIND IN BODY
Joanne Bowles
Sussex, UK
The saying is…
Mind AND body
Surely the saying should be Mind IN body.
A small difference that could make a profound difference
Haven't you often thought it strange how the two are separated medically.
The mind is very much IN body. Isn't it?
There must be a better way to approach how we treat people with mental health
issues
How we're treating our minds reflects how we're treating our bodies and I'm sure
you will agree how we're treating our bodies reflects how we're treating our minds
Let's be mindful about how we tackle this issue
It's time for our conscious minds to subconsciously promote combined wellbeing.
We can no longer
Continue to live
in this unconscious haze of indifference.
The mind and body are so intrinsically connected more so than we've ever realized
and therefore, the new approach should be
Mind IN body .
No more time to be mindless
Diagnosing any conditions are about looking at the bigger picture.
Communicating how
the healed body can affect the mind and how the healed mind can affect the body
has to be the new way.
We are currently so focused on healing our planet with climate changes at present,
let's also start to heal the people that live in it too.
A fundamental lifestyle change with huge benefits for our society.

RUNNING RED
Julie A. Dickson
New Hampshire, USA
Stark white handkerchief he handed to her
suggested surrender
to wipe at the corner of bloodied lips
as if by accident
this had occurred rather than by hand
raised and struck
She peered down at this crimson smear
would never wash
out, not from white cotton, nor memory
permanent stain
slashed like the knife held to white skin
trickle of blood
mesmerized, hypnotized her face blank
but for single tear
rolling silently down plump brown cheek
wrists running red

PANDEMIC FRIENDSHIP
Karol Nielsen
New York, United States
I didn’t see a single friend for a year and a half during the pandemic. My midtown
Manhattan office closed, and I began working remotely from my parents’ house in
Connecticut. I went into the city to check on my coop and pick up my mail but the
most I did was eat outside at neighborhood restaurants—all alone. I kept up with
friends through texts, calls, and social media but I didn’t make any plans. I usually
wait for my friends to initiate things, and nobody asked to meet up. Everyone was
hunkered down. I finally moved back to my Upper East Side coop and an old friend
wanted to get together after his trip through Portugal, Spain, and France. We had
dated for several years when he moved to New Orleans, and it didn’t last. We
hadn’t seen each other for several years, but it was like old times when we met for
drinks and then dinner at a Korean place. We talked about poetry and writing,
teaching, and mutual friends from our urban writers’ colony that had been a
second home for years. He wanted to come over for ice cream afterwards, but I
needed to go home. It was intense to see my first friend after so long and I needed
to decompress alone.

WHO OWNS THESE BONES
Matthew Donovan
USA

For reasons that lie beyond all I might find,
my mind decided it was time for a cleansing
fire. Tortured and fried from inside; behind
wide eyes. Victimized, tried, and capsized
beneath a brine of frightful insights.
Sentenced to pulse pumping high. Tight
stomach convulsing and tied. Only flight
could fight the pyres of my own false truths.
Each day and each night’s cold illusions
of this life’s ultimate conclusions pose threats
with no viable solutions. I want only absolution.
New man in my mirror, faking.
For atonement I cry alone, shaking.
No way known to take a stone
from my throat and break it.
Tell me if you’ve known delusions
that dethroned your constitution.
Making the days cold, grey and confusing.
A great weight holding me. It fed an endless drone in me.
Each day’s waking look I’d take, its draining space enfolding me.
On the twentieth century’s ultimate day a delicate fate enfolded me.
As patient as Satan’s baking hatred like he stands over, scolding me.
Take thy beak from off my neck again and free the gold in me!
Father’s pay keeps care away; no doctors fit to chauffeur me.
Nine reasons I believed my deepest doubts would all grow old with me.
Insurance just a lie
that could not break me from life’s vacancy.
My age just two-times-ten,
engrossed in fear and sex’s latency.
I pray but no one stays. There’s yet no saviors in this play.
Only an undone son wishing to shout that I have won this day.
Or else I’ll rip the sun, possessions, memories and the soul from me
and taste the steel as daddy’s sapping gun pierces its hole in me.
Ever been flown from all notions of home?
Sown seeds for growing spring tones?
Placing new cornerstones that get thrown in oceans?
As hopelessness spins cyclones, churning waves of unknowns,
postponing all strokes toward the host of your goals?
Well…I no longer know who owns these bones.

PARITY

SICK AND TIRED

Michele Mekel
Pennsylvania, USA
https://www.instagram.com/ShaktiE
nergy/

Sarfraz Ahmed
United Kingdom
https://www.instagram.com/sarfraza
hmedpoet/
https://twitter.com/Sarfraz76194745
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sarfraza
hmedcareersadviser/

“What number is the pain?”
they ask me in the ER.
“On a scale of 1 to 10?”
They mean, of course, physical
discomfort,
such as that thrumming intensely
through my abdomen.
But why don’t they also ask
about my other hurts
in the same way?
The agony of your leaving,
for example—
what number was that?
Perhaps, how I’d quantify
the misery endured
the summer of suicidal ideation?
Or the suffering of living
in a world set on
pulling itself apart?
Don’t these afflictions
deserve an intensity score,
just the same?

Maybe, we simply don’t want to
know—
as we’ve no pills or patches
to ease such distress.

Sick and tired
Weary of these nightmares
That pulsate
Fill me with anxiety and hate
The rigid anticipation
A sensation that flows.
Takes me to places
Where no one needs to go
Hallucinating and out of control
Left alone once again
With nothing but my demons
That I cannot control.
The cigarette ash
The alcohol stains
A steady flow of ecstasy
Drips constantly into my veins.
And here I am once more
Enslaved
A victim of a crime
An addiction that I did not create
Alone again once more
Suffering and full of heartache.

MY POP-POP E.J. “THE SNAKEMAN”
Evan Yandrisovitz
United States
https://www.facebook.com/evan.yandrisovitz
Voracious vipers slithering around your half-beating heart,
absorbing the energy from your grease-soaked hand.
I yearn to be like you Pop-Pop, your counterpart.
We’d launch the PlayStation, smile, and push start.
I hoped the time I spent with you on that ripped up couch would
expand, but the voracious vipers slithered too soon around your
half-beating heart.
You knew every snake and reptile. You owned every book and stored every chart
in those cramped little dressers. I snatched the books coated with oiled
fingerprints, your brand.
I attempted to be like you Pop-Pop, your counterpart.
Bullied because you had no father, but you were smart.
You proved them wrong. You raised a family of five, owned land,
and even played guitar and vocals for “The Happy Yanks,” your band.
until the voracious vipers slithered around your half-beating heart.
Despite my yearnings, we are still miles apart.
Your strengths are my weaknesses, trapping me in quicksand
as I consider everything, I’d need to do to be your counterpart.
I cannot play instruments or sing songs without strain.
Despite having your books, I don’t have your brain.
I like wearing clothes, not a mechanic’s outfit
and I sure cannot make any sense of a tool kit.

MY POP-POP E.J. “THE SNAKEMAN” (continued…)
I can’t work my ass off without applause,
or experience life without caring about laws.
Or shovel coal on those windy winter days like a human smokestack
not caring about the pain or arthritis in my back.
I won’t just eat hotdogs, potatoes, and delicious sweets
or hoard every box, every cobweb, and all the damn receipts
from movies you collected and shared with me.
Oh, if only I could live my life so carefree.
I don’t want my passions and desires to take advantage of my soul
and whittle down my body like I have no self-control.
As they did to you, leaving you bound to your bed for four years
making your declining health one of your family’s greatest fears.
I’m sorry Pop-Pop, but I can’t be your counterpart.
Though I don’t think I need to. There is only one E.J. “The Snakeman”
and I don’t need to become you to be like you.
I want to take those memories and spread the love you delivered to the world,
but I won’t be your counterpart.
Hell, the way you lived made sure no one could.

ANTS
F. Kate Langan
Canada
https://twitter.com/langan_fk
https://www.facebook.com/fkatelan
gan
https://fkatelanganauthor.wordpress
.com
There is no poison
Strong enough
To control the ants
That march up my spine
Encircle my throat
Line up on each side of my jaw
And punch a furrow into my brow.
Each insect is determined
To deposit its black bag or worms
Inside my brain, and I am powerless
Against their onslaught.
The doctors just call me crazy
And I take their pills,
But I am the canary
In the coalmine
Of twenty-first century society

HARDLY
Morrow Dowdle
North Carolina, USA
in the mirror she can believe
that she looks healthy
or even heavy
the glass plane too close
to the emotional filters
of perception
it is only in the photograph
hard and fixed as the bell
which cannot un-ring
in which she finally sees
the suicide planes of face
the blind slats of chest
the coat hanger of shoulder
bones fit only for a closet
a pathetic collection
that somehow conjured
the round boy sitting with her
in the bathtub
and the steadfast milk
stew of hormone
and shed flesh
his loyal smile shows
he knows nothing of hunger
the one resource she hoards
strange creator
giving everything else
to what she makes
making sure
they clean
their plates

SPOTIFY SONG
Sudakshina Kashyap
Assam, India
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sudakshina-kashyapshe-her-77aa4b1b5
https://www.instagram.com/sudakshina_kashyap/
http://sudakshinakashyap.blogspot.com/
When anxiety slides into my
Spotify playlist,
I gently tap the play button.
Anxiety amplifies the volume
by 10 decibels,
steadily decreases it down
and pauses briefly.
Anxiety rewinds the music effortlessly
to tango with depression
and they reinvent a song—
Play. Pause. Rewind.
Father asks me to stop being so sad,
but sad isn't an organ of depression.
My mind is an oval case
and depression is a reactant
causing chemical reactions
with my caustic thoughts
but there is no catalytic chamber,
so they upheaval and burst open
into a violent disaster,
because
depression finds death in life
and sadness finds a reason.
Father asks me to live my life,
but my life is a contraption
which has been twisted
and bent out of normal shape.
It is a barrel containing
anonymous voices and similar visages;
they cluster around like octopuses
and urge me to get out of my room
because they probably know
I'm imprisoned and claustrophobic.
When father tells me to go out
and have fun with friends,
I tell him that friends are humans
and humans are

complicated metaphors.
They stretch like a trampoline
and play a music so soft
but leave a free verse with no tune.
And fun is a crummy bed
I always distract myself from sleeping in.
Father asks me of the reasons
behind my rusted mental state,
and I say,
depression is an infant
with no baby teeth.
A Dalmatian with no dark spots,
A damask with no patterns woven into it,
AN ILLNESS WITH NO ROOT CAUSE.
Depression is Casanova,
it makes love to my mind,
and screws it slowly, then rapidly.
Father tells me to breath,
And yes, I do.
But depression is a noose,
it keeps tightening more than often
and I can barely breath.
My mind is a carcass and depression wraps
it up like a cellophane.
Father,
depression is a tombstone,
inscribed by suicide notes,
laid over the grave of my mind.
I enter my room,
write another poem
while depression braids my hair
and plays hide and seek with my mind;
and I scream—
STOP
STOP
STOP
but depression is a strict pedagogue
and it swings me like a pendulum—
Left and right.
Left. Right.
Left.
So it kisses my stamped knives,
caresses my hand to
ooze red watercolor and sings—
Play. Pause. Rewind.

Claudette Martinez
Canada
#claudettemartinezartist
You are enslaved.
Not by chains or pistol or whip.
Not by fences,
nor by man.
You are enslaved.
Seeing only red, anger and suffering
rage.
This is your cage.

You are enslaved.
Not by collar or rope.
Nope,
It's your loss of hope.
You are a slave on this road you've
paved.
Let yourself go from
this imaginary master.
Master of the enslaved.
You hold the key,
set yourself free.

ODD CHILD
Jane Fitzgerald
United States
He was a skittish child, timid and vulnerable
His big still eyes reflected dark dread like
a night creature suddenly stunned by light
His teacher nurtured him, sensing him alone, adrift
like a skiff on a vast sea, distancing him from others
The children fled at three, but the room held a secret
She spied him cowering, balled up in a corner
trying to be as invisible as the fear that froze him
She quietly questioned, are you afraid to leave
The child quivered, they are making me go to
a psychiatrist today, it might be a mean monster
Understanding, she whispered, all you do is talk to
someone who cares, that's all, just talk, nothing else
He slowly uncoiled, anxiety and tension
airing from his body, unknown horrors allayed
He shouldered his backpack
weighted with books and demons
and headed out the door
A small sigh lightening his load

WHEN VULTURES LOOM
In Memory of Philip Heaps
1988-2015
Shelly Blankman
Maryland, USA
Philip was a tall and lean man of 27 with sandy hair,
a twin raised in a loving family. He made his friends
laugh, his teachers proud. Perhaps blinded by his kindness,
no soul sensed his solitude among a social swarm.
When vultures finally descended, Philip ended his life.
But questions lingered. Praise at his service spilled
like red wine, staining souls that tears could not wash away.
Shame mutes truth until it’s too late. Vultures soar in silence.

4AM

TANTRIC CHANT

Dona McCormack
Ohio, USA
https://www.instagram.com/
itcomesdowntochance/

Thomas Piekarski

Can’t sleep, can’t
get comfortable.
Skin crinkles
like a dirty shirt
Old breath moves
in my nose
stale air
Nothing has worked
Wood floor
presses cold
against my soles
Sheets pull off
easy from the mattress,
as though they were ready
They billow in the dark
and I smell you
escaping
your ghost
stealing out of the fabric
Linens tangle
in my fists
Goodbye smells like
laundry
at 4am

Mansplaining strictly prohibited.
Mountain peak tantamount.
Explorative retorts tutorial.
Instant impression immanent.
Sensory sessions seedless.
Patronizing servants lionized.
Decision's revision impending.
Ablution possibly soluble.
Presumptive oratorio triumphant.
Perceived time dissolute.
Prudence generally accepted.
Remaindered brains entombed.
Finished product demolished.
Preeminent evidence detected.
Scientific edicts erected.
Astrological alchemy revived.
Infinite love included.
Safe havens vanish.
Trepidation whited out.
Death defies demigods.
Age fictive revisionism.
Prayer usurps desperation.
Atmospheric spirits ubiquitous.
Rock displaces sod.

WALDMANN’S TALE
Laura Grevel
United Kingdom
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCx1dH7vxwIljVxPd8fs_9xQ
https://www.facebook.com/LauraHGrevel
https://lgrevel.wordpress.com
http://lgrevel.org
This world’s a bone yard of bicycle parts:
frames footless and wheelless crying for friends,
frames waiting for hands with grease in their veins.
This world is a bone yard of pandemic hearts:
valves bloodless and cheerless waiting for love,
limbs waiting for touch with time-withered locks,
waiting for something, for someone to come,
for something to break, for this earth to quake!
When out of the woods rides a Waldmann who smiles.
He’s tanned and he’s fit from riding for miles,
on his strong trusty bike, what’s not to like?
From Wien to Berlin, he zick-zacks through Czech,
round mountains and caves where stones call his name,
smiling at birdlings, at firs and at bears,
he’s out on a lark with quite a long start.
A 700 kilometer hark!
One week to Berlin, one week back to Wien!
He sleeps in the ferns and does with earthworms confirm,
that life is a park. Ein schöner Park! he remarks.
Just think:
one week to Berlin, one week back to Wien,
skimming through meadows with bees at his toes,
singing through woods with belief in his teeth.
The bone yard of bikes is a wealth and a crown.
So, leap on your steed, cinch together your parts,
join Waldmann right now and criss-cross this hearth!
Ride forth! Depart!
Zick-zack the earth, weave leaves in your mane,
sing to the sky a new lullaby,
paint simplify on your Versailles!
Sing to the sky! Sing as you fly!

*Wien = Vienna in German
*Waldmann =forest man
*Ein schöner Park! = A beautiful park!
*Berlin and Wien should be pronounced to rhyme with “teen”.

TIC TAC TOE

GRANDPA’S SECRET

Artemis
California, USA
https://sites.google.com/view/artemi
s-writing-portfolio/about

Betty Naegele Gundred
California, USA

Crick, Crack, Snap.
I draw an X,
You draw an O,
In in this game
Of tic tac toe.
You went first.
Now you’re ahead.
Crick, crack, snap.
I just wanna go back to bed.
Crick, crack, snap.
This is no game,
I feel insane,
And I wish it would
STOP.
Crick, Crack, Snap.
My neck is spinning.
My neck is the O
I can’t duck my head low,
When they’re all watching
My neck
Go and go.
I have
A tic disorder:
I am the X,
But I was given an O.
Can’t you see?:
X never marks the spot,
When a simple game for you,
Is a losing bet for me.

When we arrive
at my grandparents’ farm
in the summer of ’59
a difference stirs the air.
Grandma gets up from the swing
to greet us . . . alone.
Grandpa does not rise to pick us up,
no prickly whiskers tickling our faces.
We find him rocking
in a chair perched upon the porch,
listless, quiet, staring off in the
distance –
he barely nods hello.
Why isn’t he pumping
water from the well,
trucking in the hay,
taking the cows to pasture?
My ten-year-old ears
can overhear whispers,
Mom and Grandma
in clandestine conversation . . .
“What’s a nervous breakdown?”
I ask my mother.
She turns around surprised
and hushes me.
“Oh, it’s nothing!” she says,
tensing a smile,
“Grandpa’s just tired.”

AROUND MY DAY IN SMILES
Lakshman Bulusu
New Jersey, USA
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1/#inbox/FMfcgzGpFqdCPjZJBgqvBfLDNlQP
cBzp
I live with a mental disability,
OCD, Bipolar, and Depression--too hard to comprehend;
It shatters each day of mine like fallen pieces
of glass, that I hope will join one day.
The tablets with their counts,
arranged in order of weekdays and weekends;
make me weary of taking them.
I feel like owing them attention.
As the day closes into night and
I cuddle up in my bed fast asleep,
it all unfolds in smiles.
Morning:
I discover I have to come to terms with my life,
and try to navigate my day around smiles--with the expectation that
my suffering which is primary would become secondary.
I wake up looking at the coffee maker,
thinking of hot fumes of fresh coffee.
I have the coffee with its chocolaty aroma and
a toasted crispy sesame bagel cut in half,
each bite bigger than the previous one.
Then I enjoy taking a shower with background music,
that brings in the gold of the morning.
I sit down to work, check my tasks for the day, and update my status.
I thrill at my boss’s feedback, good job, keep it up.
I smile the first time that now is primary.
Afternoon:
I relish my lunch, take a walk,
with the afternoon sun aligning vertically over my head.

AROUND MY DAY IN SMILES (continued…)
I finish up the remainder of my tasks for the day and
join my family with enthusiasm akin to that of a newborn poet.
As I embrace my spouse and hold my kids in my arms,
I feel new warmth, a sense of a big moment.
At times when I am reminded of my suffering,
I whisper to myself, let it go, let it go, and shallow the depth of it.
I smile the second time that now is primary.
Evening:
I venture out with my family; cheer my kids as they start playing
bubbles, scooter rides, and cycling with their friends.
In the course of an evening walk,
my thoughts, range from emotions to variations of current affairs;
constancy of change to fidelity of love.
What once wandered like bubbles, now seems to take a freefall of ideas
and fill up my mind as pieces of wit.
I smile the third time that now is primary.
Night:
As sunset slowly creeps into night,
just as I feel my important tasks for the day are done,
the finish line seems stretching and distant.
I muse about the pieces of wit within my mind,
question myself, "Who else can discern their meaning?"
One particular thought seems to question me back,
"Can broken thoughts join broken hearts?"
I come to the conclusion that,
"Love is all about reciprocation and trust."
I smile the fourth time that now is primary.
Who knows that I am challenged?
Even though anyone does come to know,
what effect is it going to have?
I think my smiles answer these questions.
I know that I am challenged and
try not to ruin the ambience present.
I calm myself into sleep with the assurance
I can go around another new day in smiles.

SOBER, WILD, AND FREE
Rachel Miller
Canada
https://www.instagram.com/colle
ctivemindca/
https://www.facebook.com/theco
llectivemindca/
https://thecollectivemind.ca

The more sober I become
The wilder my mind gets
And I’m not serious all the time
I’m actually having fun
Curious about this reality
I so desperately want to avoid—
Don’t we all?
Numbing ourselves away from it
With distraction and decay
What is it we want to avoid?
And so, I venture forth
Let this wild mind run free
And what I’ve found is
though I feel a bit crazy
It’s more fun this way
Not detained
By physical need
To be normal
To be calm
To be dumbed down
To be dulled down
To be appropriate
To be manageable
To be constrained
Just as I am
I let myself be
Sober, wild, and free

THE STARLIGHT THAT RETURNED TO
HIS EYES
Genevieve Ray
England
https://linktr.ee/GenevieveRayPoet
@genevievefirepoet - Instagram
I have loved him,
In patient silence.
Learning his dimensions,
The galaxies of his mind.
On first meeting,
Seeing the glint,
Spark light of hope.
Quickly diminished.
The soft vowels and consonants,
This was a candle that lost its fire,
This was a shout that's now a whisper.
The essence still there, but so much lost.
What to do when seeing lost potential?
Mutter in patronizing pitying sorrow?
Over challenge and let them fall fallow?
Or to raise up in sincere gentleness?
Introduce an astronaut,
To the vastness of the universe.
Let the natural verve, become pilot.
Watching him fly to the stars.
Ad Astra my quiet love.
You exist now in peace,
With the ever-changing cosmos.
Expanding, knowing what you're worth.
A love that lives in precious silence.
For the starlight that returned to your eyes.
Worth every treasure on this Earth.

THE OVERTHINKER
(Don’t read too much into it…)
Emma J Nokes
Worcestershire, England
Head so full, creative, resourceful
thoughts smashing through my brain like a jet plane,
Forceful.
Think it, feel it, don’t feel it, don’t think it.
Just stop, don’t stop, use it, ignore it.
Worst case scenario, catastrophizing
Job loss, homeless, life lost, agonizing.
Crippling anxiety, why me, can’t be
just me, must be, fairly common?
People get through it, daily.
Snap out, shake up and feel the guilt,
for others it’s harder
you’ve got a roof, things and food in your larder
Can’t sleep, must sleep need to keep a brave face
keep going, go to bed go to work go home, dream chase
Advice? write it down, draw it, sing it till I
feel like all the pain is being treated with morphine
from the creativity, seeping from within my soul, but it
won’t work. Just what clue, have they got about me, about my lot?

THE OVERTHINKER (continued…)
Counsel in friendship all great ‘til
they jump ship and then, what?
everything’s still as bad if not worse
because now I feel the curse of “what did I do wrong?”
no reply, no call, it’s been minutes… why so long?
Their status updated, with friends tagged who wouldn’t normally
be given the time of day, now they’re ‘#family’
purposely not including me
Nights out missed,
not invited. Invited but, only out of pity so,
why should I put myself out? I’ll stay in bed
and think about how they didn’t invite me,
instead.
I’ll think it, I’ll feel it (don’t think it, don’t feel it)
I’ll just stop (don’t stop)
I’ll use it (ignore it)
Don’t read too much into it

MIXED MESSAGES

THE DAILY BATTLE

Gary Beck
New York, USA
http://garycbeck.com
https://www.facebook.com/
AuthorGaryBeck/

John Ganshaw
New York, USA

The President says,
“Go home.
We were robbed.
But go home.
You’re good people.
I love you.
But we’re victims of fraud.
Go home.
And if you stop on the way
and rampage through
the Capitol Building,
the way they do
in Venezuela,
other distressed countries,
you are still good people.
I love you.
Go home.”

The Sun so gently rising, sneaking up
and peeking in through the window,
casting its warm rays upon my sleepy,
tired, and weary bones. Awakening me
from my tumultuous sleep, chasing the
demons that have been haunting me
throughout the night. I turn my back in
hopes this pestilent pest will go away. Allow
me to stay in here in the solitude I quietly
beckon. Provide me peace to embrace my
pitiful existence. Unwilling and unwanting to
face the days and those who inhabit them. Let
me rest in a world of my own. Go away and
leave me alone. Why it won’t take this hint I
do not know. Stop bothering me, can’t you see
I have no interest in taking part in the brightness
you cast. Relentless you are! Hindering my plans
to bathe in my self-pity. Forcing me to abandon
my wish to embrace this sorrowful life.
Your persistence renders me useless to fight
and I must succumb to your wishes. I sit up, then
stand up, acknowledging your win. Today, I will
push my fight with depression aside and give
myself to you

TODAY
R. A. Hutchins
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, UK
https://www.instagram.com/ra_hutc
hins_author/
https://www.facebook.com/RAHutch
insAuthor/
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Today,
The day
It has to be.
Determination, fueled by
desperation.
Pain, Breathe
Shooting, Breathe
Dizzy, Breathe.
Not today.
Not to be.
Today,
The day
Please let it be.
Resolution, no regression.
Pain, Fight
Spreading, Fight
Darkness, Fight.
Please God.
But no.

Today,
The day?
Wait and see.
Hesitation, hope wavering.
Pain, why?
Scorching, why?
Engulfed, why?
Not now.
But ever?
Today,
Another day
What will be …
Resignation, absent of relief.
Pain, embrace
Consuming, embrace
Blackness, embrace.
Hope lost.
Gone forever?
Today,
The Day
It has to be.
A ray, a glimmer.
Pain, Exhale
Spasm, Exhale
Headrush, Exhale.
Today.
The day.
Foot connects with floor.
Freedom
Regained
Life
Renewed
Hope
Restored.

BELIEVE
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Adrian David

get up
stand tall
don't let anyone tell you
you'll fall
you are the miracle
inside
willing your way
to s u c c e e d
you keep telling yourself
'you can do it!'
'try' is not a word you need
no 'ifs', 'buts' or 'can't'
in your vocabulary
"YES I CAN!"
will be your sacred mantra now!
repeating it each time
when you hit the ground!
no one can tear you down
not this time round!
when your mind is set
hIgh
and you believe
you can achieve
and be that shining star
aim for that goal
that you want to receive
it's in your grasp
just a MINDSET away
those POWER words
are set in play
only
when you
b e l I e v e

When your spirit fades
and your soul is broken...
When all hope is lost
and you can fight no more…
When your eyes flow with tears
and your heart is ripped apart...
When pain overwhelms you
and you can’t suffer any longer...
When you fall prey to distress
and are on the verge of succumbing...
When you feel like giving up
and finally decide to quit...
Remember — You were the sperm
that won.
The one who raced against millions
to enter this beautiful world.
You were born a champion.

TURNING AROUND
Pankhuri Sinha
India
So easy to turn it around!
Make an allegation of a
Condition, non existing in the person!
And leave them to prove their innocence!
Make a total victim of the person!
In an age when awareness
And empathy for mental health
Wellness, deviance and challenges
Is at a new height
Why use it as a cover for crime?
Totally possible my dears
To stalk someone and upon their question
Call them mad! Well, not so much!
Only mentally disturbed!
Don't' believe it?
Open the archives
Look for evidence in strange places
Diaries of women, or even their testimonies
Given sometimes to those confining them
Forcefully treating them
For a disease they don't suffer from
No denying the disease, its real
Its possible, like aids, like cancer
Like covid and its many mutants
But the mind, the human mind
Is so different from the body
Mental life so far apart from the physical
And a mental problem can be invented
So easily, as a pretext to keep
The women away!
From any powerful position
Any governing post or even
Being the head of the family

In charge of the treasury
Bestowing fortune upon the members
Distributing among sons and daughters!
When simple behavior
Simple cross examination
Can reveal so much!
Yet, young girls are labelled
Mentally unbalanced
Just to prevent them
From going places!
Getting things accomplished!
Isn’t it high time
To resolve to never
Do it again !
Never use a disease
As a charge
Just to confine
To arrest growth!
Sure, not a difficult task!
Meticulous investigation
Of all such levied charges
Will reveal all!

Heinous punishment
Good deterrent!
Just as important
As cure for the sick
Is no motivated
Use of medicine
On the fit and fine
For larger gains!
Let’s make the laws
To make this world
Safe, happy and healthy!
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This may be Hanley’s last year to be vital, and not a vital statistic. She’s my
granddaughter, my responsibility for the next year, and has mental illness. In the
popular press, in jokes, we say everyone has a mental disease, a psychiatric
illness. However, most of us get along, mildly joyous, resilient and lightly
depressed. Hanley does not.
I am latest in the round robin of caretakers, nurturers, therapists, rehabilitators,
and loved ones to try rescuing her from herself, from addictions, from addicted
friends, and from self-harm. I have taken her to my unworked ranch, mostly some
wide thistle fields, sagging fences, a few weathered wood buildings, and a home
of three rooms and too many windows, about one-quarter mile inland from the
coast. I have no intent to rehabilitate her.
My ranch is not the idyllic set that some naturalists might think can restore
Hanley without medical and mental intervention. It’s harsh, almost unyielding.
Nature does not give here. It takes. The nearest town is ten miles, the nearest city
forty. The land runs long. My stride runs short. My kids call me a slow walker. I tell
them it’s patience.
Hanley’s seventeen, enslaved to either psychotropic drugs that stabilize, or
wilder, addictive cocktails of drugs that both elate and sedate her. She paints in
graphics on a computer, and in tattoos on herself. On her prescribed meds, she is
stable, the health staff says, if stable means letting those who love her find rest,
because she is stable only in that she is inert. She is unquestionably safer, and I
am thankful for that. But on her meds, she lacks effort, talent, curiosity, and the
stunning images that venture from her fingertips no longer rise to the page or
the monitor.
Meds. Witch-dunking. Wife-beating. Laudanum. Electric shock. Lobotomy. I
wonder if as a society we’ve just found a cleverer way to sever the soul from a
woman’s body, whether by self-addiction or court-ordered meds. And it spreads-the doctor has prescribed me Valium for the anxiety of living with Hanley,
something to reset my clock, make me placid, incapable of sensation for an hour
or two. I don’t take them.
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Madness.
When I was growing up, Highway 23 separated the town from the fields of farms
and one green grassy strip that led to a creek. It separated regimen and school
logic from wandering and teacher-less exploration, and it separated our house
from our neighbors across the street, the Flynns. My mother said the highway
was as much an influence as any person, not so much a wall as a guidepost,
marking things civilized or untamed, and I knew she meant Mrs. Flynn as well.
When I was 12, traipsing a field with Billy Flynn, his mother took a mudpuppy from
the creek, flipped it up the bank, and laughed as it wriggled back to the water.
She grabbed it and the sequence repeated, until she had done it so many times
the mudpuppy gave up both sliding back to the creek and trying to get away in
the water. Billy and I had grown tired of it long before the mudpuppy had.
She was neither obsessive nor compulsive to two twelve-year old boys, lacking
the seriousness of her activity. She laughed to herself, muttered how
mudpuppies were early forms of humans, tickled the amphibian, stroked it, let it
crawl on the widening of her blue-and-white striped dress that made her look like
she was at the beach in Massachusetts and not a field in Wisconsin, but after
each intermission she’d return to the task not with diligence but wonder. For a
friend’s mother, she was curious and fun. For a mother, she was the ball and
chain of madness.
Madness—that’s what they called it, not mentally ill, or bipolar, or the older term
possessed, which had been reserved for witches, and witches didn’t exist any
longer except in history books and Halloween tales. Psychiatrists had treated
Mrs. Flynn, institutionalized her several times for up to six weeks. She had
returned being not Mrs. Flynn, of somber demeanor, brown hair curled and
fluffed. But after a few weeks at her home, discarding her medication, Mrs. Flynn
would return, hair pin straight, drawn almost one-third of the way across her face
such that her left eye was partially concealed, bringing a nearly perpetual and
dramatic flipping of her head from side to side to see. Joyful. Carefree. Artistic.
Mad.
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She hummed. She hummed incessantly. Sometimes you could tell it was a song.
Sometimes you could tell it wasn’t a song, just notes. Sometimes it wasn’t even
notes, just a long croaking sound, low in her throat, like a bullfrog that got stuck
singing. She knew I was fascinated by it. She took my fingers to the side of her
throat, pressed them in, and began to hum.
“Can you feel music?” she asked. “Like an accordion or a squeezebox or a
bagpipe?”
Then she took the mudpuppy and squeezed it so hard I thought its guts would
pop out. It wheezed.
She placed my fingers on the mudpuppy’s throat. “Can you feel the music? It’s
there, always waiting to come out. Every living thing has that hum. Even this
grass,” she said, grabbing a long blade and stroking it. “Can you hear it?” she
said, holding the blade to my ear with my pinkie finger against it as she rubbed.
“It’s a song, a song of this weed growing by the creek.”
I fell in love with her right then, but the kind of love that stands about a block
away, admires, and doesn’t get too close.
I fell out of love with her right after, as she kept her tight grip on the mudpuppy
and in a minute, it died.
What mother kills an animal? An amphibian, the early form of human life?
“It’s already laid its eggs, you know. Its life is over except to breed in the fall and
lay eggs again in June, and it’s already done that a time or two.” She carefully
slipped the mudpuppy back into the creek water.
I looked at the red gills to see if the water might revive them, but they stayed
closed, not a flip nor a feather of a breath. The back fin did not move. After a few
seconds, the creek water took the body downstream.
Hanley strikes me when the mood strikes her, a single strike from her need to
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strike out against something, anything. She hits hard, not like a tap on a tuning
fork sets off a tone, but like a hammer strikes a tuning harp setting off a loud
piercing tone that brings an instant pain for minutes until it settles into
numbness, deafness. I am a convenient target. I am the only target. Not often,
she will make repeated hits, not as hard as a fist from a man, but like a small rock
being pounded into soft earth, creating a thimble-like impression first, then a
larger impression, then, from repeated strikes, the shape of a deepened cup. The
bruises might last a month.
I can tell her mood by her eye sockets. When she is sad, her sockets droop and
look like someone had smeared charcoal just under the eyeballs like a cheap
makeup for a play. This is when she is stable, approachable, barely able to wander
through a day, sluggish, without appetite for food, conversation, or anything
requiring duration. When Hanley is happy, her cheeks shine and rise almost like a
wave to cover dark rocks. This is when I am most wary, knowing she’s ditched
her meds and strays like a tire broken free from a vehicle rolling down a highway
until it veers and crashes into something or just runs out of energy. She knows
how to hide the pills that supply more energy, and the tire rolls on, careening,
diverting, breaking things. I want to be her straitjacket, to hug her with enough
force that my love will somehow absorb those violent ripples of vitality and calm
her. But hugs don’t work, and there is a part of me that likes to see her energized,
bright, aware. That’s why Hanley and I live on this property on the edge of
nowhere. Every day she heals. Every day she breaks. So, do I.
I have asked Hanley to sketch things she sees outside, not the freewheeling
collages she snips together on the computer. She has a fine, delineating touch,
knows how line and shadow, how shape can be lost in the subtle play of a crease
or a fold, in darkness. I thought the product might be the lazy bobcat on the rock
in the middle of the idle field, or the wild boar patrolling on the edge of the
French broom, but it’s the three coyotes that flee almost sideways, heads turned
back, when she approaches.
She never draws the whole animal—a close-up of the ear, down to an impressive
and intimate whorl at the center, as if in looking you will be drawn into a
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maelstrom of sounds a coyote hears. A paw with ragged pads. Often just eyes,
repeatedly the same, stunned, not transfixed, dreamy but not hopeful. Glazed, as
if the coyote had been running hard from something and arrived at a point of no
return.
After I comment, she asks me coyly if art is truly a self-reflection.
No, I tell her, you determine the art. You create it.
What if it creates you, she says.
It can’t. It comes from your eyes, your memory, your imagination. Your hands
draw the line. That’s what art is—a boundary here, a boundary there, I tell her,
soft-spoken, matter-of-fact, and a bit stern.
When I look at the glazed eyes of the coyote on paper, I know I don’t believe my
own words.
Mrs. Flynn painted. My mother said her paintings were somewhere between
Picasso and Norman Rockwell, simple pictures of home life all cut up like a
collage, a little snatch of a comfortable chair with a partial view of window with a
side of Billy’s face all in about six square inches. An “all-at-once” painting, my
mother said, meaning that at a specific instance of time Mrs. Flynn had captured
what each thing looked like in a specific time of day. That would have been an
elegant description except all of her paintings turned out that way.
I watched her in Foote’s horse corral set up, go through an elaborate, almost
ritualistic selection of brushes, and then paint the same pictures of a chair, a
window, and Billy’s face in the same spot on the canvas. Perhaps a horse might
enter a square or an oval later. She had entered two paintings in a fair, won
second prize for both, and was described as domestic and unsettling. On the
award, Mrs. Flynn had crossed out the word domestic.
Often, she would set up her easel and canvas near the creek and paint nothing,
end up in hilarious laughter playing with wild grains like they were dance partners
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or placing blades of grass between her thumbs and making noise. She rolled in
the grasses and sometimes the dirt, and once, in the mud after a summer deluge,
but that brought about a hospitalization for a few days, a “watch,” as my Dad put
it, to make her stable. As much as Mrs. Flynn hated her paintings to be called
domestic, my mother hated the word stable.
They shocked her, my mother said, put these electrodes on the side of her head
and gave her some volts and amps, she said, burn marks right at the temples.
Poor woman, she comes out another person for a few days. Steady, they say.
Numb, I call it. All of her vim and vigor lost.
Her craziness, too, I said.
Poor Billy, my mom would say, a whispered two-word summation of
exasperation, sorrow, and mothering. Poor Joe, the most reluctant father and
insurance broker, the two yoked into a single description at all times. Won’t so
much as say hello. Serious all the time. He’s doing all the homework with Billy, all
the laundry, all the housecleaning, and sometimes the cooking as well, she would
say often, like a mantra.
You know, my mother would start, facing the kitchen sink and looking out the
window, the position she took when she had something significant to say but
didn’t want to look at you when she said it, she’s drawn on Billy, painted on her
son. Once Joe came home and found the boy’s back all covered with little
pictures and figures, not evil, just elaborate. She’d been doing it all day. A living
painting, she called it. They shocked her good after that one, missed two weeks
at home, was stable for quite a while after that. Shuffled around in her bathrobe,
couldn’t hold the easel with a canvas and left them in the yard, would swing open
their garage door in the early morning and look at the bats attached to the
backside of the door, waiting for the sun to come and send them somewhere
else. A bit of torment in that. It gave her glee, which was nice to see on her face
instead of that bland nothingness of an expression, her cheeks dragged down to
the bottom of her jaw.
She is only a broken dish away from despair, a dark morning, a hailstorm that
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ruins the daffodils. She’s the mother that plays hide and seek and never seeks, a
bad book that steals an afternoon.
It was after the last long jolt Mrs. Flynn became the Queen of Clean. Everything
had to sparkle. That woman scrubbed, wearing those long yellow gloves and
those black rubber boots, smiling the whole time. That is dementia right there.
Billy was happy. Joe was happy. She cooked, then. That made them all happy, but
she’d start cleaning the dishes before they were done eating. Madness, trying to
make someone into someone they’re not. Shocking to wake and find out you are
not who you are. Yet we all want predictability. We’d have no community without
it. No marriage. No friendships.
Benjamin Lett owned the farm next door to the Flynns and allowed Mrs. Flynn to
let herself into the corral to paint. Whether on accident or on purpose, one day
Mrs. Flynn forgot to close the corral gate, and was seen gathering the threequarter horses in the pasture. Once she removed their bridles. They had
wandered off into Buller’s farm, two finally caught by skilled Tejanos that were
repairing Buller’s balking tractor. One died hit by a truck. Loco, they said, quickly
gathering the same conclusion Billy and I had. After that, Lett didn’t allow Mrs.
Flynn into the corral, hanging a big round lock as large as a dinner plate on the
corral gate.
That winter after a blizzard, Billy’s German shepherd came to us early in the
morning with blood all over his mouth. I was on a week of vacation from seventh
grade out on Gray’s farm, a vacation for my mother from my constant talkingback. Billy was on a three-month stay with the Grays while his mother recovered.
We had chores to do, so I buckled my boots and grabbed the axe with both
hands because the gloves were stiff, and my fingers were hiding in my palms. I
broke the ice in the watering tank, watched a heifer shit a steaming green and
rubbed my hands over it. Thanked God for a patch of color on death’s white
sheet.
Billy came soon after smelling of maple syrup that he’d gulped straight from the
bottle without a pancake underneath. We checked on the chickens, turned down
the lights which had been on to provide whatever warmth they could give the
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hens, and stayed a few minutes in the warm hatchery pretending we were chicks
by flapping our jackets to seal the warm air in. Pigs in the shed jousted for
position in a polite way as the feed and slop poured from buckets and petting
them quickly gave friction its chance to convert the mass of a pig’s back to the
radiated heat our hands could know.
The German Shepherd shied from the screen when the cold air moved in, frigid
mass pouring low through the backdoor. The Arctic front had squeezed the moist
air flown up from the Gulf into a crystalline wax over the earth, a blinding white,
each flat panel of earth like a skating rink, then kicked out the Gulf air with a swift
boot and followed not with a freeze but what the local meteorologist liked to call
a polar bear, the temperature that meant your nostrils stuck together during a
long breath, your skin inverted, kneecaps felt like aluminum saucers, and the only
way to walk was on all fours occasionally putting one mitt over your nose to keep
it warm. Machines ached. Bolts would not turn even with cussing. Wood
separated, shrunken beyond what a summer’s expansion could hold, retreating
from the battle as if to regroup.
The barn smelled of fear and the look in the cows’ eyes bleary and wide explained
how whip-crack cold night had been evil though heaters raged like kilns. Near the
house, we found an owl dead on a bank, its ribcage shattered and torn like a
fuselage after a crash landing, its wings spread and head bent in quiet humility,
presumed a fox by the prints in the snow. Billy tried to pluck a few feathers, but it
was too cold for feathers, too cold for breakfast, just too cold. We made instant
hot chocolate and toast and sat by the floor vent smiling each time the furnace
came on.
After we’d warmed, Billy got the tractor fired up, belching black smoke, and we
rode with the dog pressed between us making tracks in the snow for the cows to
follow, then broke a pallet in the yard by running over it a few times. Billy let the
tractor idle for a few minutes, plotting what to do next, then followed the tracks
we could pick out that followed a fence line near the Flynn’s home, down a hill,
up a hill, then down again. The German Shepherd stood, alert, then jumping
down while we were moving and putting its butt lower and hightailing it for a
stand of withered cattails standing by a pond. The tail wagged like the flags of a
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signalman to a pilot.
It was the body of a horse, not a horse any longer, but a carcass, as if all identity
had risen with the last breath into the sky and dissipated like warm breath from
your mouth into the freezing air going from vapor to nothing. The torso lay
almost like a rug on the floor on top of the snow.
Hanley and I are painting the house. While I watch her, decades after that winter,
I think of Mrs. Flynn, not in the orderly lines Hanley makes with the brush, but in
the dip of the brush and the exaggerated twirl she makes to eliminate the
dripping. When she daubs, she has a curious twist at the end, an artistic flare to
my blunt and furious poke. She goes slowly but has style.
Four men made the decision to lobotomize Mrs. Flynn. The psychiatrist lived until
he was 91, full and vigorous and in full faculty until he pitched forward from a
massive coronary, collapsed, and died. The county officer lived until 85, suffering
only in his last year with declining physical abilities, still able to fish, drive, and
mow his lawn. Joe Flynn passed away struck by lightning at age 78, standing in a
rowboat in June during a thunderstorm casting a lure to unsnag his line. My
father remains alive, memories intact, lilt to his stories, and his body, though
worn, able.
The decision to operate ultimately came from Mrs. Flynn’s mother, exhausted by
her daughter’s instability. She said she had never rested. Joe Flynn and Billy had
expressed the same exhaustion. It was as if the decision was made not for Mrs.
Flynn, but for those who loved her. After the lobotomy, she had become steady,
reliable, no longer remarkable, but in a workable stupor. She never painted again.
She never journeyed the backfields to the creek. What her lips did when greeting
I would not call a smile.
Mrs. Flynn lived like a ghost, no longer a bully to her son, no longer a poor
caretaker of her other three children, and no longer full of wanderlust. She had
lost consciousness, psyche, and her individuation. Her body continued to live. Her
soul disappeared on the operating table.
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That is the same fear I have for Hanley on the psychotropic pills. She no longer
writhes, but she no longer flourishes. She is safe, I can relax, but wonder has
died.
Memories narrow as one grows older, lopping off the highs and lows like an
arborist shaping a tree until a round not quite perfected shape remains that says
“tree.” Yet all my life I have thought about Billy, how much of his mother’s joys
and depression he missed the rest of his life, how it seemed to make a ceiling and
a floor for his own emotions, a sense of grandeur and sadness he was not
allowed to find. He became, of all things, an accountant.
I think of Mrs. Flynn, the snarls in her neurons zapped into linearity or burned too
intensely like the titanium filament in a bulb into discontinuity and the light goes
out. She shuffled in darkness the rest of her life, and a part of Billy and I, shuffle
yet.
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The longest day of Rimi’s life was also the shortest day of her life. It started with a
software upgrade she needed to get installed – finally – on her work computer,
and though the prospect distressed her, she intended to stay online with the
software company until it was done. She could expect a Facetime chat with at
least one of the grands sometime during the morning, she had her diet to mind,
and, of course, there was all kinds of speculation about what the orange man
might still do in the hours left to him.
Around mid-morning she came upstairs to where her husband had set up his
home office since the start of the pandemic.
“Something’s wrong,” she said, bracing herself in the doorway.
“The software upgrade?” She had been struggling with it for days, and he’d seen
her tearful, frustrated outbursts a few times already. But she didn’t respond.
Rather, she looked at him with haunted eyes.
“Something’s wrong.”
And then he thought she must be joking with him.
“What is that?” She pointed to the battered table in their bedroom where he’d
been working for months, covered with its line of computer monitors. “What is
that?” Her words were agitated, angry.
“My workstation?”
“WHAT IS THAT?”
Her eyes were startled, alarmed, her finger arched in accusation toward the
workstation that had been in their bedroom for nine months.
“Why don’t you lie down for a moment.” She complied, but she couldn’t stay
down. She sat on the edge of their bed and looked around, seeking something.
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“Can you hold both of your hands over your head?” He searched her eyes. He
searched his memory. What do you do when this happens? “Do you understand
what I’m saying? Can you raise both of your hands?”
She did so without difficulty, and then she seemed to surrender herself to him,
knowing somehow that she was no longer in control.
“Do you know what day it is?”
“What day?”
“The date. The day of the week. What’s going to happen tomorrow. Can you tell
me?”
Her eyes glanced across their bedroom but didn’t find what they sought.
“No.” But this didn’t alarm her.
“What are the names of our grands?”
“I don’t know.”
“Do you know how many grands we have?”
“No.”
“Who is the President?”
“I don’t know.”
If there were any mercy in whatever was happening, he thought in a rueful
moment, it came with that admission.
“I’m going to call 911. I think you’re having a stroke.”
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“I don’t want to go in an ambulance,” Rimi insisted, more distressed, she said, by
becoming fodder for neighborhood gossip than by whatever might be happening
to her.
“Then I’ll drive you.
Asher slipped his phone into the pocket of his sweats and put on a pair of shoes
that hadn’t seen much use for months. He grabbed his wallet and car keys then
lead Rimi down the stairs.
“Just relax. It’s probably nothing at all, but we need to get you checked.”
“I don’t see why we need to go to the hospital. I don’t feel sick.”
Asher held his phone before her, a picture of their newest grand shown on it.
“Who is this?”
Rimi looked at it for a moment. “Should I know? I think maybe I should know.”
“That’s Small Paul. That’s Seth’s son.”
“Seth is married?”
“Oh boy! We need to go now.”
“Seth is married?”
“For four years, Rimi. C’mon. Get in the car.”
He chose to take the highway to the hospital that was only a few miles away
because someone had once said minutes meant brain cells with stroke victims.
And he kept up a patter with her the entire way. She responded to his questions
but had no answers. She was beginning to understand something was wrong,
though she couldn’t say what it was.
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“Where are we going?”
“To the hospital. There’s something going on in your brain that we need to get
sorted out.”
“Why do you say that?”
“Who is our newest grand?”
She considered this for a moment. “I don’t know.”
“You don’t remember Small Paul? Seth’s little boy?”
“Seth is married?”
“We’re almost there. Hang on.”
He used the word “stroke” in the emergency room to ensure they got immediate
attention. He spoke through his face mask to the nurse behind the glass, but he
wasn’t sure if the urgency was getting through. So much expression was lost
behind a mask.
The nurse listened to him and then turned to Rimi.
“Ma’am, who is the President?”
“I don’t know. Why is everyone wearing masks?”
The urgency was not lost. In a moment, a wheelchair appeared and Rimi was
whisked away.
“She’ll have a CT scan, and we’ll let you know the results as soon as we can. But
you can’t stay here because of COVID. We’ll call you.”
And with that, Rimi, who didn’t know what was wrong or even clearly that
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something was wrong, was beyond his reach. The only tether between them was
a promised phone call that might deliver horrible news.
Back at home, he collected what information he could find about her
medications. She took a half dozen pills every day, and he’d never given much
effort to understanding what each was or what it did. Rimi had always been on
top of that. He also wrote down her Medicare number, finding it in a bulging file
folder, but that had also been something she organized, and he wasn’t sure if
what he found was what he needed.
The hospital called not long after he had finished collecting what little he could,
telling him he could return to see Rimi.
“You said visitors weren’t allowed.”
“With patients who have memory issues, we make an exception, so a familiar
face is with them. Just ask at Emergency reception, and they’ll show you to your
wife’s room.”
For the second time that day, Ash drove to the hospital. It was where Rimi had
had her bypass surgery a decade before and where two of their eight grands had
been born. Now this.
He would be breathing through a mask in a hospital all day, something he didn’t
have to do sitting at his desk in his own bedroom. It would remind him to stay
calm; keeping his breathing measured would help keep his thoughts from racing.
When he got to the Emergency ward, a nurse led him through a labyrinth of
corridors to a room where he found Rimi sitting upright on a bed, hooked up to
several beeping machines, alert and pleased to see him. She was not required to
wear a mask.
“You’re going to have to tell me what’s going on.”
His face may have fallen then. He wasn’t sure, but he hoped his mask hid it.
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“You don’t remember why you’re here?”
“The nurse said something about me losing my memory, but I don’t remember
anything like that.”
He brought up a photo of one of their New York grands on his phone. “Do you
know who this is?”
Rimi looked at the image but showed no flicker of familiarity with the child’s face.
“I suppose I should, but I don’t.”
“That’s Kenneth. Rachel’s boy. Our first grandchild.”
“Really?”
Asher didn’t know how to respond. Earlier the keen edge of panic had served
him, had kept him focused. But now, with Rimi where she could get care and in
no physical distress, the loss of her memories began to suggest deeper
implications. She knew who he was. For that matter, she knew who she was. But
how much farther did this extend? What holes would trip them in their lives
ahead? Kenneth was six. Did that mean she’d lost all of her memories at least that
far back?
“Can you tell me the name of our dog?” Quigley, the terrier who’d been with
them for a decade, gray-snouted now but still with a sparkle in his eyes.
“We have a dog?” Her brow furrowed.
Ten years, thought Asher. Going back at least ten years.
“We have eight grandchildren. Can you remember that?”
“Tell me how I got here.”
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“You don’t remember?”
“No.”
Ten years. Three hours.
“You came upstairs and said something was wrong. You pointed to my
workstation and didn’t recognize it. It’s been there for the entire pandemic, Rimi.
You’ve seen it every day, and you didn’t recognize it. You couldn’t tell me the day
of the week or who the President is.
“Did I come in an ambulance?”
“No, I drove you. I showed you a picture of Small Paul, and you were surprised
that Seth was married. That happened four years ago. You don’t remember any
of this?”
“This is weird. That really happened?”
“Really and truly.”
A nurse came in and pressed some buttons on one of the monitors. She made
notes on a clipboard. “How are you feeling, Honey?” she said.
“I feel fine,” Rimi said. “I just don’t know why I am here. Tell me why I am here.”
“The doctor should be here soon. She can tell you more.”
Ten years. Three hours. Two minutes.
“We just discussed this just now. You don’t remember?”
“We did?”
“Your brain is taking a vacation, Rimi.”
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“It is? When did this happen?”
“This morning.”
“I don’t even know how I got here. Tell me how I got here.”
And so, Asher repeated the story of their morning, the unanswerable questions,
the dash to the hospital. He would tell her this story many times that day.
When the doctor came, she brought good news. She was a tiny woman who
wore a hijab and spoke, through her mask, with very precise, accented English.
“I am Dr. Melabadeen. I am the neurologist who will take care of you.”
No one shook hands, of course.
“The CT scan, I am happy to report to you, showed no signs of a stroke. We may
rule that out altogether. We shall do an EEG to see if you had a seizure, but I think
that is also unlikely. And I have ordered an MRI to look for a possible tumor or
other physical trauma in your brain. But, again, I think such a finding is unlikely.
My preliminary diagnosis is that you have what we call transient global amnesia.
If I am correct, then this is the best possible case of an unfortunate situation.”
Whether Rimi was tracking all of this or not, Asher couldn’t tell. She did not react
to the diagnosis and had no questions for the doctor.
“How so?” he asked to fill the empty air.
“TGA is frightening, but it is ultimately harmless in nearly all cases. While this is
happening, she is not making any short-term memories. It generally lasts only a
day, often less time than that, and the patient can expect to recover all of the
missing memories, except for the events while it is happening. And it is extremely
unlikely to recur. There is no treatment other than time and patience.”
“So, she’ll be able to name all our grandchildren? Resume her work? Know who
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the President is?”
“Rimi.” The doctor turned to her. “Can you tell me who the President is?”
Rimi thought for a moment. “Is it Ronald Reagan?”
“Perhaps it would be a mercy not to tell her,” said Asher.
“It should only last for a few more hours.”
Asher thought, imagine coming out of this and learning who that actual President
is.
“Is Ronald Reagan not the President?”
“No, Donald Trump is.”
“HE IS NOT! That man couldn’t possibly be President! You’re lying to me!”
“It’s true. Trump has been President for four years, but tomorrow is the
inauguration and we get a new President.”
“We do?”
“Joe Biden. Do you remember him? He was Vice President under Obama.”
“Should I know who Joe Biden is?”
“I am confident that you will tomorrow, Rimi,” said Dr. Melabadeen. “Today’s
confusion will pass, and you’ll wake to your memories restored tomorrow. We’re
going to keep you overnight while we wait for the test results and to keep an eye
on you. Tomorrow will be like a new start for you.”
“What caused this?”
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Dr. Melabadeen turned her sharp but caring eyes to Asher. “It is a bit of a mystery
to us in the field of neurology. It has been linked to several possible causes, but
each case seems to be unique. I understand she’s had no physical trauma. Can
you tell me if she’s been under emotional stress lately?”
Asher thought of her frustration with the software upgrade. That had had her in
tears several times, and it still wasn’t resolved. Of course, the pandemic. She
hasn’t been able to visit the grands for nearly a year. The insurrection the week
before – a horror no one believed could ever happen – had kept her doom
scrolling. And, of course, the President she could not name. He told Dr.
Melabadeen all of this, speaking about Rimi even as she sat, awake and alert, in
the bed beside them.
“It is likely that all of these worries simply peaked in her head this morning,” Dr.
Melabadeen said with kindness and clarity, “and her brain decided to take some
time off. When you think about it, she is truly living in the moment. She is not
burdened by her traumas now. She cannot remember many things, but she isn’t
even aware of this loss. It is likely she will not remember this conversation in a
few minutes, so that won’t trouble her either. It’s an enviable state to be in from
one point of view. Nonetheless, I think you can expect a complete recovery very
soon.”
She patted his arm in the consoling way doctors have. “I will see you both
tomorrow when we have all of the test results back. But do not worry. I am
confident she will be fine.”
Dr. Melabadeen rose. “We shall take good care of you, Rimi.”
When she was gone, Rimi said, “I feel like I am coming out of a fog. Have I been
unconscious?”
“No, Rimi. You’ve been awake and alert this entire time. We’ve been having
conversations.”
“I wasn’t unconscious?”
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“Not one moment.”
“Tell me why I am here.”
When the nurse came in to do the EEG, she explained that Rimi needed to be as
drowsy as possible. The lights would be dimmed, and the door closed, and it
would be better if he were not there to distract her. He could sit outside her
room or go to the lobby to wait. They would come for him when it was done. He
used this time to call their children and explain what little he knew. In their own
ways, they were as stressed as Rimi, clinging to the edge of the cliff by their
fingernails, waiting for the last four years to come to a definite end. Bad news like
this would not help, but Asher chose to describe it as a passing incident, that
their mother would recover.
This seemed to work. Each accepted the news without panic, with measured
concern, the only option when so little was known. It was likely that their mother
would have a complete recovery, he insisted, with only the memories of this one
day permanently lost. She would remember the grands and everything else that
was eluding her now. “And it’s almost comical how she does not know who the
President is. The lack of that stressor will probably help her recovery.”
When Asher returned to Rimi’s room, she was alert, whatever drowsiness she
had achieved now passed.
“The nurses are so nice but tell me why I’m here.”
“You don’t remember? I told you a little while ago.”
“I guess not.”
And so, he explained the sequence again.
“I must have been unconscious. I don’t remember any of that. I feel like I am
coming out of a fog.”
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“You were never unconscious. You’ve been awake and talking to me this whole
time.” He tapped his phone. “Can you tell me who this boy is?”
“He looks familiar.” Her brow furrowed as she tried to remember. “Tell me who
that is.”
“It’s Small Paul. Seth’s boy.”
“Seth’s boy? Seth’s boy.”
“The memories will come back to you.”
“I’ve lost my memory?”
“Just for now. Your brain will reboot in a day or two.”
“Why is everyone wearing a mask?
The MRI would happen the next morning. Tuesday had nearly run its course.
Asher peeked at the news occasionally on his phone; it didn’t appear that the
feared, second insurrection was happening. He texted the children with what
non-news he had, stayed in touch, tried to reassure them that this mess would be
gone, and all would be well the next day. He hoped that was true.
Rimi was moved to a room in the neuro ward. The nurses got her settled into a
bed, a drip of saline in her arm, various monitors tracking the ebbs and flows of
her body. Asher sat nearby, unable to help much except to answer questions if
Rimi couldn’t. He thought maybe she was already recovering a little. Her worry
about how much the stay was going to cost was the clearest sign of her old
bookkeeper self emerging. She asked that he bring a few personal things for her
when he returned in the morning. She seemed to understand why she was there.
Rimi had already finished her breakfast by the time he arrived on Wednesday. She
sat up in bed, and the television was set on the news channel, muted but visible.
It was inauguration day. In his last hours, the orange man had said some vacuous
words and then skipped town. No one seemed to care, and attention turned to
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the change about to happen.
“I just want to forget the last four years,” Rimi said, shaking her head.
Asher took this as a good sign. If she remembered that blight, then she was
recovering. She was having her Rip van Winkle morning.
He showed her a photo on his phone. “Do you know who this is?”
“Give me a moment.” And then, triumphantly, “Small Paul! Seth’s boy.”
They turned their eyes to the television as the nation waited.
“This whole thing has been so weird,” Rimi said.
“By turns frightening and comical.”
“It seems like a dream, like it didn’t really happen.”
“It really happened.”
And then the nurse came into wheel Rimi away for the MRI. Asher stayed in the
room, for where else could he go in a hospital during a pandemic? He watched
the news, but it was about waiting out the last few hours with trembling
anticipation. He texted the children with the hopeful update that their mother
was visibly recovering, that her brain was rebooting.
Rimi was back in time to watch the swearing in. To learn that the nation was not
broken but simply unfinished. To start over. And Asher thought, what could be
more serendipitous, more perfect a balm for Rimi’s recovery than such a moment
in history?
In the days and weeks that followed there were moments of uncertainty, fears of
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lost memories that might never come back after all. The forgotten appointment
or the misplaced keys. The word on the tip of her tongue. The name she couldn’t
summon. But a cautious confidence built as the challenges of remembering and
never forgetting came to them both. Rimi found that her family was still whole,
their hopes and dreams remained, and it was with this that she moved ahead.
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WATCH YOUR STEP – JON MORAY

Ryan was seventeen years old when he first learned his grandfather had spent, at
that time, twenty years in a mental ward. His parents finally broke down and
revealed the truth about his grandfather; he was not dead but institutionalized.
That day, Ryan accompanied his dad on a visit to see his grandpa and on the drive
over, his dad forewarned him of what to expect and what landed him there.
After clearing security, they were escorted to where visitors could meet with
patients. While they waited, Ryan’s right leg twitched with nervous anticipation,
as echoes of wild yelling emanated from a patient on the other end of the
cafeteria sized room.
A metal door with a small wire glass view panel creaked open and Grandpa was
led in by a muscular ward employee. Grandpa hugged his son while spying Ryan
with wild eyes. Grandpa was seventy-five years old, bald on top, white on the
sides and whiskers that scratched Ryan’s cheek when they embraced.
“It‘s about time I meet my grandson,” Grandpa said, with a bright, crooked smile
that looked as if he was sucking a mouthful of Lemonheads.
“Nice to meet you, sir,” said Ryan, shyly.
“Don’t call me sir. I’m your grandpa,” the old man demanded.
Ryan’s dad interrupted. “How are you feeling, Dad?”
“I’ll be fine if you take me out of here.”
“Dad, you know I can’t do that.”
Sweat beaded Ryan's forehead as he mentally evaluated his grandfather.
Suddenly, Grandpa asked, “Do you know what put me in here, boy?”
Ryan shook his head as if it were on a pendulum.
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“Dad, we don’t need to talk about it.”
“My grandson has the right to know why I’m in this nuthouse,” he shouted.
“My dad told me why, Grandpa.”
“He probably just glossed over it. Pay attention, because you’re going to hear my
story, from my mouth.” Ryan’s dad rolled his eyes and huffed in resignation.
“It’s true I hear things in my head. I’ve heard voices, birds, and animals. That
didn’t bother me. What made me cuckoo was the footsteps,” Grandpa
expressed, with raised bushy, untrimmed eyebrows, as if he were telling a horror
story.
“Footsteps?” asked Ryan.
“I was in my early thirties when I first heard them. They were very faint at first.
The older I got, the more defined the steps were, like a stalker walking on a
hardwood floor in a hard-boiled mystery. I got older and the steps got louder. I
tried to run from them but the faster I ran, the faster the footsteps sounded. I
tried everything until it finally engulfed me and the only way I knew how to
alleviate the sound was to take my own life. I tried to jump off a suspension
bridge but was rescued by a bleeding-heart bystander. Medication in this joint is
the only remedy that manages the sound of the clacking steps.”
“Dad, I think that’s enough.”
“Okay, okay. Let me just end by saying, Ryan, you will probably start hearing
footsteps. Your daddy claims never to hear them and maybe this illness skips a
generation, because my grandpa warned me before he hung himself.”
“Dad, please!”
“Alright. Just one more thing. Ryan, watch your step. Okay, now I’m done.”
“Thank God,” Ryan’s dad exhaled. “I promised to take you to the park on
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property.”
“That sounds great. I haven’t been outside in over a week due to the weather.”
The trio enjoyed the sun kissed, breezy outdoors, and that was the last time Ryan
would see his grandfather alive.
Ryan was now in his late thirties when one day, while reading a crime novel, he
heard a slight tapping in his head. At first, he thought it was his heartbeat, but
eventually, the sound was more easily identifiable. It was the same footsteps as
Grandpa described at the institution years earlier.
Ryan was able to ignore the sound for a few years, although the footsteps were
looming louder. He was now in his mid-forties and had reached a point where he
would have to address the issue. Medication and meetings with a psychiatrist at
45-minute intervals helped but the footsteps were gaining momentum. He took
up running that seemed to keep the shadowing steps at bay, but the unrelenting
sounds lurked like an annoying mosquito when he stopped. He was reaching a
breaking point. Something had to give.
Ryan awoke from a restless night of tossing and turning and sat at the end of his
bed, holding his head in trembling hands. The footsteps were pounding in his
head like a bass drum. He sobbed as he rose to his feet and began banging his
head against the wall to knock himself unconscious. He was teetering on
madness as he broke into a run out of his apartment. Without a plan, he
desperately scaled the stairs up to the roof. He forced opened the door with his
shoulder and motored toward the parapet.
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“I can’t take it anymore,” he screamed, as he neared the roof edge. The
footsteps in his head coordinated with his steps. Ten feet away from the edge, a
protruding roof drain broke his momentum and caused him to clumsily trip and
fall headfirst into the parapet. The footsteps in his head made a scraping and
swoosh sound that traveled over him and off the roof. Ryan, out of breath and
disoriented, struggled to rise to his feet. As he gathered himself, a sudden
realization hit him. The mental footsteps were gone. He stumbled away from the
parapet and stopped, intently listening for the steps, and smiled when there were
none. Grandpa’s cryptic warning flashed back to him as he walked away,
whistling a familiar tune.
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AFTER THE RAINBOW – ZANETA JOHNS

After the Rainbow: Golden Poems
(Prolific Pulse Press LLC 2022) is a
poignant and inspiring collection of
seventy-eight new poems written
during the past year and a half. As
poet Zaneta Varnado Johns endured
or witnessed the storms of the
pandemic, gun violence, civil unrest,
and environmental disasters, she
wrote to capture her rainbow of
intense emotions. She reached
within her soul to process the ills of
our society and emerged hopeful
every time. Three poems were coauthored with poets Sarfraz Ahmed
and Pratibha Savani from the United
Kingdom.

https://www.zanexpressions.co
m/copy-of-poetic-forecast-book

After the Rainbow poses questions,
which are intended to provoke
thought without judgement. Johns’
style is conversational and rhythmic,
and her prose is unique. See inside
her humor as she shares about
bubble baths and feeling dissed.
Meet the author in her environment,
wherever that may be. In her
personal tributes, Johns captures the
essence of people close to her and
some she has never met.
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Believing that every word shared is an opportunity to love, Johns exclaims her
personal appreciation for souls before her, luminaries among us, and precious ones
we have lost. Read tributes to Amanda Gorman, the late celebrity Cynthia
Hightower-Jenkins, and the amazing Ms. Maggie Gordan, among others.
What Others Say
“Zaneta has curated her own work and given us the key to a journey steeped in
wisdom and love… I could feel the love and wisdom she poured into every line… it
literally feels as if she has set aside a comfy chair reserved just for you… Each
delivers a message that lingers in your consciousness long after you have closed the
book. Later, as you return to that same poem, you are struck by the deeper
meanings that emerge… It’s impossible to have a favorite because the poems are so
relatable. (I challenge you to try!)
~Emma Selby-Brodie, Host, Just Folks: Conversations with Emma
Your writing is the truth at work. Write on. ~David Martin, Founder, Fine Lines
Literary Journal
Where to Find
After the Rainbow: Golden Poems is available on several platforms and can be
accessed via the
following:
Lulu for the E-Publication: https://www.lulu.com/en/us/shop/zaneta-varnadojohns/after-the-rainbow/ebook/product-2ydzm6.html?page=1&pageSize=4
Zan Expressions Author Website (for personalized copies):
https://www.zanexpressions.com/pe
Amazon After the Rainbow: Golden Poems Gold Signature Edition
https://www.zanexpressions.com/copy-of-poetic-forecast-book
(Black and White Edition): https://www.amazon.com/After-Rainbow-ZanetaVarnado-Johns/dp/1736562061/ref=monarch_sidesheet
Barnes & Noble: https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/after-the-rainbow-zanetavarnado-johns/1141060573?ean=9781736562079
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CARING EXCHANGE
You enter a park lined with benches—
on each sits a woman who cares.
Imagine their hands extended toward you,
and their minds of subconscious prayers.
Imagine their hopes, imagine their dreams.
Conscious women are living full lives.
They are doctors, teachers, executives and such,
business owners, writers, and wives.
One says, smiling, “Come, sit or stand.
I have lessons and stories to tell.”
You sit by her and smile when she adds,
“Welcome, your presence is swell!”
She leans in and asks what is on your mind.
Her compassion is touching your soul.
You also have stories and lessons to share—
and some secrets you have never told.
She says, “Take your time, dear Sister.
Please relax, I offer my time to you.
Share your secrets—share your stories.
The world needs to hear your truth.”
You ponder her request to open your heart,
then you proceed to inquire about hers.
Both invitations are genuine because
a mutual exchange is preferred.
Together you trade stories of joy and pain
as you laugh and you cry out loud.
You stand taller when finished—your load is lighter.
You are emotionally and spiritually endowed!

THE GIFT OF POETRY – SARFRAZ AHMED

The ‘Romantic Poet’ is back with a
bang!!
In this blistering display of poetic
brilliance, he proves time and time
again that poetry is not a dying art.
As each poem holds emotions that
have bled directly from the author’s
soul and are relatable to the lives we
lead and the world in which we exist.
Throughout the book he uses
imagery that is visually captivating
and goes hand in hand with the ink
that entwines them. In this book
Sarfraz also collaborates with poets
such as myself; Jack Tomlinson and
others such as; Dennis Brown,
Timothy DeVito, Charlene Phare and
Dona McCormack, combining
rhythmic verses to touch the heart
and cleanse the soul, all of which live
within the pages of this book.
Some of my personal favourites are
the heart wrenching ‘Life Will Never
Be The Same’ which is sure to bring a
lump to anyone’s throat and the
romantic tale of ‘When You Came
Along’ which is simply a classic

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B
0B3XJ37LW
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among classics, it is fair to say that this is Sarfraz Ahmed at his very best. Other
notable mentions include; 'The Sky Began to Cry', 'Lovers', 'And Then They Danced',
and 'The Beautifulness of Your Face'. With over a hundred to choose from you’ll be
spoilt for choice.
Talented British poet ‘Sarfraz Ahmed’ takes us on a journey of passion, pain, and
love in this hugely anticipated fifth book. So, why not sit back and treat yourself, as
you carefully turn each page and enjoy the beautiful 'Gift of Poetry'.
Jack Tomlinson
Poet (UK)
Amazon Links Worldwide
Paperback Black and White
USA https://a.co/d/2jWVYxt
United Kingdom https://amzn.eu/d/fdl8bK5
France https://amzn.eu/d/2xSQ5Qq
Canada https://a.co/d/8xLGnge
Hardcover Black and White
USA https://a.co/d/38YUs6d
United Kingdom https://amzn.eu/d/e0XlZ1M
France https://amzn.eu/d/0n1K6mX

THE DEATH AND LIFE OF JOHN DOE – KASSIE J RUNYAN

https://www.kassiejr
unyan.com/thedeath
andlifeofjohndoe

From best-selling poet of “This is 2020” and
“Their Footsteps,” Kassie J Runyan, comes
her debut novel, "The Death and Life of John
Doe," which takes a deep look into trauma,
the human psyche, and the struggle of living
on the street.
Our nameless nomad walks out the front door
of his suburban home, leaving his life behind.
Not knowing what it is he's looking for… or
what it is he’s running from. He closes the
door and walks into a world full of the pain
and joy that waits for him with each step. He
keeps moving forward; driven by a desire to
find a reason for his life and to discover his
forgotten past. What he wasn’t prepared for
were the dreams.
What is your name?

"The Death and Life of John Doe is a mesmerizing book that takes you on a cross-country journey
and makes you question your own perception."
- Joni Rachell, Author

LOST IN MIND: FOUND AT HEART – MELANIE HAAGMAN

https://www.amazon.com/Lost-Mind-Found-At-Heart/dp/191491354X/
https://www.facebook.com/Girlontheedge90/
Lost in Mind; Found at Heart really did write itself. Every time I feel a strong emotion, whether it
be a negative or a positive one, I find nothing more therapeutic and satisfying than writing a
poem about it and of course they have always got to rhyme!
Poetry for me is an innate coping mechanism to deal with whatever life throws at me. I do my
best to try and write honestly and always aim to
end with an uplifting line. This book reflects that
no matter how hard things get, when we are
truthful and transparent with our emotions, we
can make meaningful connections with others
who will in turn help us to get through. As well as
learning how to get back up when we fall and
realising that this is how we learn, develop, and
grow.
It has never been more important to speak out
about mental health and the similar struggles that
we are facing. I hope that these poems can help
others to know that they aren’t alone with their
feelings. This book is divided into subsections to
quickly help you find the perfect poem to get you
through the day. Whether you need advice, a
little injection of humour, a poem about feelings,
down-days, or even friendship! I hope that you
can laugh, cry, smile, relate to and most
importantly enjoy this book.

SCARY MARA – JULIE A. DICKSON

Why am I feeling this way? Mara Willard wondered as she smoothed the crumpled
skirt she wore to school. She pulled a small mirror from her purse, sneaking a
quick glance at herself before Mr. Hughes caught her. She felt like screaming, but
Mara took a deep breath, hoping that the anxiety she was feeling would go away.
“She’s insane”, Mara heard the whisper from the girl behind her and to the left,
heard a small snicker from Susan, who sat right behind her. Mara sunk down into
her chair and tears burned her eyes.
Mr. Hughes rambled on as he wrote on the whiteboard in the front of the
classroom. At least he hadn’t noticed them making fun of her. She hated when he
drew attention to her in class.
Mara reached into her pocket and felt the pill that she longed to take right now.
She glanced up at the wall clock; 11:25 am, only five more minutes. Her hand
squeezed against the pill, willing the time to move forward on the clock. 11:26.
Mara could visualize herself walking quickly from the room, the reason why her
preferred seat was in the closest row to the door. When the bell rang, her plan
was to make a dash for the door; the water bubbler was only a few feet down the
hallway. The pill would be on her tongue by the time she breeched the doorway;
the cool water inviting Mara in her mind. 11:27.
The anti-anxiety pill was the necessary crutch that Mara leaned on at school to
get her through the day. Her shrink, ok therapist [right, mom…] appointment
was later in the afternoon; but Mara was sick of Dr. Bloom trying to convince her
that her problems were going away! 11:30 and there was the bell!
Dr. Bloom closed her eyes while Mara reclined in the huge, moss green chair in
the corner of her office. Mara was one of her more challenging patients. No
matter what methods Dr. Bloomed tried with Mara; hypnosis, medication
therapy, meditation, positive reinforcement, the sixteen-year-old showed no
improvement. She looked over at Mara, who fidgeted in the chair, her hands
moving across her clothing, her ankle bouncing over the edge of the footrest.
“Mara, take a deep breath and relax.”
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The doctor knew Mara’s mother; she saw her weekly, in the attempt to decipher
their family dynamics. An only child, this girl was under plenty of pressure to
succeed. She had only met Mara’s father Dan once, but Kimberly Bloom was
pretty well convinced that the mother, Rose Willard was much more influential
with her daughter. Mara looked no more relaxed after her 3 moments of silence.
Dr. Bloom insisted that they start each session with this quiet period of breathing
and quiet; she hoped it would help Mara to focus.
“Ok, Mara. I want you to close your eyes and think about something nice from
when you were young.” She paused a moment. “Now, tell me what you are
thinking about.”
Mara opened her lips to speak, “I’m at Gram’s house. We’re baking banana bread;
I loved her banana bread.” Mara smiled; her eyes still closed.
Dr. Bloom had planted the something nice suggestion in hypnosis, and now when
she spoke the phase to Mara, she immediately launched into little anecdotes,
which were predominantly about her grandmother. “What else do you see? Is
your mother there with you?”
Mara squirmed and looked uncomfortable in the chair, “We finished baking and
mom picked me up. I don’t want to go, Gram!” Dr. Bloom made some notes.
“Would you like a glass of water, Mara?” Dr. Bloom asked, breaking Mara’s
concentration, the phrase to bring Mara back. The girl nodded. The doctor
nodded imperceptivity as she walked to the side of the room to pour Mara’s
water; it’s not the grandmother. Mara was happy with her grandmother. It was
obvious that they were close; it was clearly the mention of Mara’s mother that
caused her strong reaction!
Mara accepted the glass and managed a weak smile. Kimberly realized that she
needed to do a lot more investigation with Rose Willard.
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“Am I crazy?” Mara asked, biting her lip.
“No; you are not crazy.” Dr. Bloom said firmly.
Mara waved her hand in the air, “Fine then, insane.”
“Not insane. You don’t show signs of insanity. I know that you feel anxiety, but
that is not the same thing. Mara; don’t you worry”. Dr. Bloom laid one warm
hand briefly on her patient’s shoulder.
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My sister Angie gives me outrageous material for my standup comedy. She’s a
bona fide nut case, a paranoid schizophrenic, bipolar, manic depressive—you
name it—Angie fits every disorder that isn’t wired to reality.
The voices inside her head tell her to run from anyone trying to help her—except
me. I take my sister’s sorry existence, find the humor in it—in the loonies of my
own mind—and make people laugh. Do I feel guilty? I’m half Jewish, half Catholic.
Humor is my way of coping. Hell, I’m a female stand-up comic, and there’s no
higher hurdle in show business.
Growing up, bullies at school called me circus girl. I’m 5’10”, big boned, with short
blonde hair. I was gay and Jew bashed. I rolled in the hurt, turned it inside out,
and now make people laugh. I’m a babyface dykey-looking pansexual, gender
fluid, LA Dodger and Laker fan.
There have been days and nights when I’ve had to search for Angie. I’ve become
an expert on underpasses—the noisiest, the filthiest, with the latest graffiti art. I
could be a docent, leading tours. I’d recommend disposable shoes, cheap socks,
and a jar of Vicks VapoRub to hold under the nose because the bouquet is out-ofthis world.
When the audience leans forward, I know I have them. They’re waiting for the
punch line. But I let the tragedy of Angie’s existence sink in. Like the time the
cops took her into custody after she stole a crossing-guard paddle and used it to
direct traffic on the 134 freeway. Angie caused gridlock for hours. At the mental
health facility, she was a model of “rationality” with anger issues that she
promised she’d address. She’s instinctive that way—knowing when to sane-up.
Truth is, the worry and stress have turned my comedy into a commentary on
homelessness and the mentally ill. I’ve become an observational comedian, like
my idol, George Carlin.
My 5:00 p.m. visit to Angie’s crib, an appliance box near the Golden State
Freeway, is timed before my 7:00 call for Anything Goes, and with her reading of
the sun’s angle, “the real watch,” she calls it. When I asked her how could she tell
time when it’s dark, she answered, “When I sleep, there is no time.” Angie’s mind
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is a labyrinth, catching words that relate in a flow all her own; “Are you hungry?”
“My stomach’s vacant.” “Are you safe?” “My deposits are empty.” I weave that
into my stand-up, too.
I visit Angie every afternoon. It’s a short ride on Interstate 5 from my apartment
in Glendale to the Zoo Drive off-ramp. I’m passing a homeless camp along the Los
Angeles Aqueduct. People are visible through the chain-link fence. Outside their
tents, they eat dinner from cans and talk to their neighbors. Angie won’t live in a
tent, and she won’t be around people. She’s a fugitive, always running from the
voices in her head.
She was like the rest of us until a year ago, when she turned twenty-five. Her
transformation happened gradually, soon after my father’s death. I’ve wondered
if that triggered her illness. She’d withdraw, hear voices, tear out clumps of her
hair, be ecstatic, then sink into a black hole where no one could reach her, not
even me. We’re more than sisters. We’re best friends. Angie has always been
willowy but would stare down anyone who’d make fun of me. I’m three years
older and have always taken care of her.
My air-conditioning is on full blast in the bumper-to-bumper traffic. I find humor
everywhere. Right now, in front of me is a garbage truck. Scrolled across the
back in a flowing script are the words, Nothing Like a Good Dump. I’ll use it
tonight, when I warm up the audience before the filming of the sitcom, Anything
Goes. I’m a laughter lube, bringing the audience to the edge of their seats, so
they’re ready to cheer for the stars. I love my job. The pay sucks but I recently
scored a weekend gig at Flappers Comedy Club, and I have a roof over my head
that isn’t made of cardboard.
I snack on saltines and a smoothie, hoping my ulcer doesn’t act up. In the
passenger seat is Angie’s care package: water, trail mix, granola bars, Lorna
Doones (her favorite), toilet paper, five packs of wipes, a clean sweatshirt, and
underpants.
I pass the same old billboards. No matter what they advertise, everyone smiles.
For once I’d like to see families like mine. I’d like to see some genuine family
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friction, arguing politics and money, iPhones to the right of their knives,
something candid, not canned. Nowadays, if we do eat together—with my father
gone, and my sister out to lunch—it’s just my mother and me. “Ronnie, you’re
head of the family now. It’s up to you to look after your sister.” Thanks Mom. If you
took care of your heart problem and diabetes, you could help me roam the
underpasses searching for her. Of course, I’d never say that. She has no idea how
bad it really is.
I shift my Honda into the right lane for the off-ramp. Someone grabs my
attention as they run across the overpass. It’s a woman. She stops in the center
of the bridge and holds up her middle finger to oncoming cars.
“Holy Shit!” It’s Angie!
My hand sits on the horn. I drive up the ramp and hook a left hoping she doesn’t
climb onto the ledge of the bridge.
She’s on the south side of the narrow walkway facing downtown. She’s giving
the finger with both hands. I’m on the opposite side of the street. I roll down the
window and yell, “Angie!” She turns, and my heart breaks. Her swollen eyes are
black and blue. Her lip is bleeding. I drive straight ahead into the zoo entrance
and park.
I race across the street with the flow of traffic. Adrenaline sweeps away the pain
from my ulcer.
“Ahrah!” she howls a wild animal yelp.
With her fists, she pounds the ledge.
“Angie!”
Vehicles speed 70 miles an hour or more under the bridge. Vibration from the cars
shakes the overpass. Gas fumes, noise, the height, and the power from the traffic
zooming under—my mind is swirling. I’m dizzy; my sister’s battered face comes
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into focus.
I grab Angie. She wails as I force her skinny arms to her side and pick up all onehundred pounds of her.
Cars stop on the overpass.
“Down! Put me down!” she shrieks, kicking her legs.
“Stop it.”
“Let me go, asshole.”
“I called 911,” a man shouts from inside his truck.
“No!” Angie screams, freeing her arms, and scratching my neck.
“Damn it.”
She thrashes. I’m losing. She’s wily, presses her hand into my abdomen right
where my ulcer is. I let go. She darts across traffic and takes off running toward
Griffith Park.
I’m racing after her, dodging cars, “It’s going to be okay, Angie.”
Not until she’s treated will she have a chance for anything near okay. But no one
can force her. That’s the law.
***
Angie stops at the end of the bridge at a bumper-railing that curves down an
incline to her nest. She's sobbing. Bruises circle her arms. I want to kill whoever
hurt her.
“You need to go to the ER.” Blood and dirt are caked in her long blonde hair. Her
cut lips tremble. “We’ve got to report this.” She mumbles, flicks her fingers.
“Who hurt you? Do you know him?”
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“Stop,” she screams.
“My car’s across the street. I have a first aid-kit. We’ll clean you up. I’ve got food
and clothes.” This is the worst. My poor mother, she’d die if she knew what
happened.
For a year, Angie’s survived on the streets and always by a freeway. She says
the noise helps to muffle the voices. She’s afraid of automobiles. For her, they’re
rooms with walls, moving in all directions where she’ll never find her way home.
On rare occasions, she’ll let me drive her to Denny’s for a hamburger and fries.
I’ve never betrayed her. I’ve always taken her back to her roost.
A siren blares then cuts off—the 911 call.
Angie runs.
I sprint after her, catching up, and gently take her arm. “C’mon, over there. To my
car.” We cross the street and into the parking lot.
She mutters to herself, twitches her fingers, laughs. She needs a doctor. I’ve
thought of taking a couple of my mother’s Xanax pills and dropping them into
Angie’s water bottle. Then what? She’d wake up in the hospital, play lucid, and
run. I’d have to hunt for her all over again.
She’s lived at the same off-ramp for months. It had my approval, until now, being
the cleanest and safest—the Beverly Hilton of off-ramps and underpasses. It’s
her favorite because she loves the zoo. On a couple of occasions, we’ve gone
inside, walked around, watched the gorillas, and eaten hotdogs, just like we did
as kids. But she can’t go back to her nest, not now.
I open the passenger door, toss the care package in the back, and ease Angie into
the seat.
I’m a mixed bag of rage, sorrow, and relief that she wasn’t murdered.
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Inside the car, I reach for the packet of wipes and clean her face.
“What did he look like?” I open the glove compartment and take out the first-aid
kit. “When did it happen?”
“Oh, blah, blah, blah.”
“C’mon Angie. You want to see what you look like?”
She laughs, mutters to herself, and plays air-piano with her right fingers.
“It needs to be reported,” I say, taking a close look at the wounds on her face.
From the first-aid kit, I remove an antibiotic ointment and dab it around her eyes,
cheeks, and mouth.
“It stings.” She winces, turns away and says, “NSFL.” Angie loves acronyms. Not
Safe For Life, is a favorite.
Every smell in the city—car exhaust, cement, garbage bins, dirt—has oozed into
her pores. I run a cloth over her arms, take another wipe, and clean her hands.
With her eyes closed, she lifts her face toward the late afternoon sun and says,
“5:17.”
I’ll be damned, just like my watch.
“It’s over, Angie.” Her face was once beautiful—she looked like a young Cate
Blanchett—but has now been toughened by the sun, the streets, her sickness.
Seeing her beaten makes me want to rip out the heart of the fucker who did this.
“You hear me? It’s over.”
“Don’t cry Ronnie,” she says.
I flip down her sun visor and slide open the mirror. “Take a good look at your face
and tell me you don’t need help.”
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Angie flips up the shade.
It’s tempting to feel sorry for her, but that would be a further assault. “There are
places that can give you medicine, a roof over your head. Make you feel better.”
“You make me feel better.”
“I’m just a Band-Aid. I don’t make you get better. Let me look at your scalp. I need
to know if it’s still bleeding.”
“IDC,” she says.
“I do care,” I answer.
One afternoon when I took Angie to Denny’s, our entire lunch was spoken in
acronyms: ICYMI, OMG, FYI, BTW, EOD. I remember being amazed by,
ILYRSIPYB—that she tossed off in a second, and then hugged me. She flinches
when touched so when she embraced me, I felt honored. It took me days to
figure out the acronym; I love you Ronnie someday I’ll pay you back.
“Let me look,” I say.
Angie turns her head. I separate the clumped strands and find the wound. It’s
clotted. I pour water onto a fresh cloth and dab it.
“What was he wearing?” She looks out the window at Griffith Park and the Santa
Monica Mountains. “I can report him. But I need information.”
She covers her ears with her hands.
I know when to back off, but this is different.
“The schmuck who hurt you is out there.”
“Blah, blah, blah, blah blah,” she says, shaking her head.
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We sit together in silence, although what’s going on inside of me is a roaring
chaos of WTF.
“Do you want aspirin?”
“No.”
Silence. I’m tense, Angie’s in shock, and neither one of us knows the way out.
“I’ve got a cool apartment. You can take a hot shower. Brush your teeth. I’ve told
you about Carlin. He’s the big fat tabby. You’d like him. Wanna meet him?”
“I wanna go home.”
“You can’t.”
“My estate needs me. I want my stuff.”
“Here,” I say, reaching behind and taking the package. “Put on fresh clothes.
Then we’ll get your stuff and come back.”
Angie changes.
“I’m hungry.”
“Cookies?”
“Jogger mix. Currency. You have me some?”
“After we come back to the car.”
“LOL,” she says. A crow has swooped down and helped itself to a man’s French
fries. We laugh. The moment is an escape for both of us.
I open the trail mix and hand her the bag. She pours the dried fruit and nuts into
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her mouth. Pieces fall on the car seat. Hamburgers are the worst. She stuffs as
much of the burger into her mouth and then eats with her jaws open. Angie’s
social graces fly over the coo-coo’s nest. I can’t help but compare her to who she
was in the past—refined, even prim, as she’d dab the corners of her mouth. She
went everywhere with several bottles of hand sanitizer. She had a boyfriend and
worked at Macy’s to help put herself through college. Her last year at USC she
made the Dean’s List. Peri Software hired her as a technical writer and then fired
her when she sent out a mass email to her coworkers with pornographic images.
If her sanity returned, she’d be shocked by her behavior.
“I should have let the cops take you to the mental health facility.”
“That place wears a headache.”
“You faked it.”
“It’s Hollywood.”
“They wanted to help you.”
***
Angie leads the way through brush and foliage. We swipe away branches and
forage through dense vegetation. Nearby there’s a trail that passes through a
small narrow tunnel and runs parallel to the aqueduct. It's 6:00 p.m. I need to be
at the studio by 7:00.
What’s so important for her that she’d come back to the place where she’d been
attacked? Or was she assaulted somewhere else?
Angie’s nest is in a small clearing. The four-sided jumbo Sony TV box she calls
home has been smashed. My old bed quilt is in a heap. A filthy tarp covers a
partial area of the ground. Water bottles, food wrappers, and banana peels litter
the area.
She’s down on hands and knees squaring the edges of her house, reminding me
of a bird; her thin limbs, darting eyes, the quick sudden movement of her hands,
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if only she had wings.
“Who crushed your house?”
She shrugs.
I crouch down and say, “Take what you need and let’s go.”
“You go,” Angie says.
“You’re not staying here.”
She puts the piece of the tarp inside the box and flattens out the cardboard she
uses as a roof.
“Angie?”
Her right eye is almost shut.
“Give me my finances. My parcel.”
“That wasn’t the deal. C’mon, take what you need.” I’m not sure what I’ll do once
she’s back in the car. I just want her away from here. “We’ll find a new home.”
She wobbles to her feet, crosses her arms, and gets in my face.
“You’ll jab me a knife.”
“I just saved you from being arrested.”
Angie sucks on a strand of hair like a sulking child and moves her hips side to
side.
Sometimes I’ve wondered what’s stronger, love or guilt?
“If I’m late for work, they could fire my ass. C’mon.”
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“No.”
“I’m not going to end up homeless like you.”
Angie giggles. “You’re mad.”
“I’m not sleeping in this shithole.”
“Dirty word. Daddy’s angry.”
The mention of my father startles me. She knows he passed away. It’s been a
year and a half since he died. I wish he were here to help.
“You come. Or no money or package.”
“Naughty naughty pants on fire.”
“I’m not going to live like Tarzan and Jane.” I bend forward trying to relieve the
shooting pain in my abdomen.
Angie covers her ears with her hands. She’s testing me, making sure she’s the
centerpiece of my life.
“I want the night here.”
She moves in closer. We’re nose-to-nose, so near I can smell the alcohol on her
skin.
“You’re older,” Angie says. “You have to take care of me.”
The truth explodes from my crazy sister’s mouth, a belief I’ve lived with all of my
life. It’s so clear. How could I have missed it? I’ve become an enabler.
Letting go of rage, my own truth explodes, “Why don’t you act normal like you
did at the mental health place?”
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Mumbling, she gets inside the box. She glances up at me and says, “Could you
bring Carlin here?” And curls into a fetal position.
Defeated, I shake out my bed quilt and cover her.
“I need my roof.”
On my knees, I lay the flat piece of cardboard on top.
“Sweet dreams, Angie.”
I make my way down the bank of overgrown weeds to the road and head toward
the park.
***
I need to calm down. I’m walking fast, past the zoo’s parking lot across from the
Gene Autry Museum and enter the picnic grounds in Griffith Park. I’ve been
holding my breath for a year. I inhale, take in the fragrance of the eucalyptus
trees and the approaching chill of the night. It seems there’s no exit out of this
hell, or could there be one, and I don’t know it? What would you do, Dad?
I pass a couple on a bench. The woman kisses her man. I’d like to fall in love. I’d
like to go places without worrying, live as big and wide as I can, change my standup into broader experiences than just commentary on the mentally ill and
homelessness.
The pain in my abdomen subsides. Then I think of my sister curled up in a box like
a kitten and the ache returns.
There’s a homeless man sitting under a tree, talking to himself. His fingers flick
like Angie’s. Does his family know where he is? Or have they given up on him?
I won’t give up on Angie. Will she ever trust me or talk to me again? I turn around,
take out my phone, and call 911. Where’s the humor in this?
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GETTING TO KNOW YOU – DON NOEL

“Rebecca, I’m glad you’ll spend the week with me here at Harmony Acres! I hope
you won’t be bored stiff, surrounded by ancients.”
“You’re not so ancient, Gram. And I’m happy to be here. For a while it looked like
Mom and Dad were going to leave me at the house with a babysitter while they
went vacationing.”
“To be honest, she mentioned that, so I invited you. I couldn’t imagine my sweet
12-year-old Rebecca, only a few years from menarche, with a babysitter!”
“Gram, would you mind calling me Beck?”
“Becky? That’s nice.”
“No, just Beck.”
“Goodness! Of course, dear, if that’s what you like. But I’m not sure if that sounds
like a boy or girl.”
“That’s the point, Gram. And what’s menarche?”
“Oh, I’m sorry, you wouldn’t have encountered that word yet. It means the onset
of puberty, and your first menstruation; moving from childhood to adolescence.”
“You mean having my first period?
“Yes, dear.”
“Gram, that happened last month.”
“Last month! I can’t believe it! I think I was 16! Yes, just before my junior prom.”
“Mrs. Murphy – she’s our health teacher – says it’s happening younger and
younger.”
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“Extraordinary! You’ve hardly had time to assimilate arms and legs getting
longer, and hair, too – and suddenly organs you’ve never thought about demand
attention.”
“I think that’s right, Gram. What’s assimilate?”
“There I go again! Poor girl, whose grandmother spent a career writing. It means
to take in . . . absorb . . . understand fully.”
“I get it. Yes, that’s exactly right. I’m not sure I want to become a baby machine,
Gram.”
“My! That’s blunt. Negative. That’s what the Beck name is all about?”
“Yes.”
“Now it’s me who gets it. Someday you might yearn to have a child of your own,
but not in junior high school. Does all this change depress you sometimes, dear?”
“Yes, Gram. A lot. Do you ever get depressed?
“A little, sometimes. Well, I don’t know the clinical definition of depression, but
there are times when I really miss your Gramps, you know?”
“I miss him too, but it’s nice having you all to myself. I’m sorry, that’s a terrible
thing to say, but it’s true.”
“Does your mother know about your depression?”
“I don’t think so. Gram, when you’re really feeling down, do you sometimes think
about . . . I mean, consider . . . do you want to hurt yourself?”
“No, dear. I guess that’s a sign of very deep depression. Sometimes when I’m
feeling down, I go for a walk. It does my heart good to be out in the meadows
and woods, admiring the wildflowers and listening to birds sing. Beck, dear, late
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afternoon is a perfect time. Let’s go for a walk right now.”
“Okay.”
●
“Gram, it’s nice out here. I can see why you come.”
“It’s relaxing, child. I forget myself.”
“I like that. What’s that purplish plant, Gram?”
“Good for you! Not everyone notices. It’s a New England native and loves the
shade. A trillium, but mostly it’s called a jack-in-the-pulpit.”
“That’s cute. I can imagine a little man standing up in that tiny pulpit. What does
he preach?”
“Let’s be quiet and listen.”
“Gram, that’s not the jack-in-the-pulpit. It’s a bird!”
“Yes, dear. Can you imagine it’s singing ‘Cheer, cheer’?”
“That’s perfect! Is it called a cheer bird?”
“Maybe it should be. We call it a cardinal.”
“Do you know all the birds by how they sing?”
“I used to know a lot, but I only remember a dozen or so. You could learn that
many in the week you’re here.”
“That might be fun.”
“The cardinal is ahead of us. It’s a bright red bird, maybe on a tree branch 10 or 15
feet above the ground. You tiptoe toward it, looking up; I’ll just sit here on this
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bench.”
“Okay. . . . . There it is! Wow! Is it ever red!”
“That’s the male. The female is quite different, almost green.”
“So, you know who’s Beck or Becky?”
“Maybe, dear. Now that you’re at a distance, I see that you’re limping! Have I
gotten you out here to turn your ankle?”
“Oh, no, Gram, it’s nothing.”
“There’s blood on your sock! Come sit here next to me so I can look!”
“It’s nothing!”
“Sit! Let me look! I’m going to pull your sock down so I can see . . .”
“Gram, I cut myself.”
“Today? Just now?”
“Yesterday.”
“With what? A knife?”
“A blade from Dad’s razor.”
“Deliberately? On purpose?”
“Yes.”
“Good heavens, Rebecca! I mean, Beck. Why? What in the world for?”
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“I wanted to hurt myself.”
“You were hurting inside, so wanted to hurt outside too?”
“I don’t know. Maybe. I guess so.”
“And your mother doesn’t know?”
“I don’t think so.”
“Child, I’m having difficulty absorbing this. Assimilating it. You’re going to have to
help me understand. Have you ever thought of ending your life?”
“Yes, Gram. To stop hurting.”
“And neither your mother or father knows?”
“I don’t think so. I hope not.”
“Beck, help me up, please. We should start back.”
“Okay, here’s a hand. My, you’re light as a feather.”
“I’m an old lady, Beck. But I’m glad I’ve lived long enough to get to know my
granddaughter a little bit.”
“Me, too, Gram.”
“And you’re here for a whole week. That’s wonderful! Maybe that’s long enough
that you can help me understand your generation. Can you do that?”
“I’ll try, Gram. Maybe you can help me understand myself.”
“Good. Let’s go have dinner.”
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“I hate to leave the cardinal and the jack-in-the-pulpit. Can we come back out
here tomorrow?”
“Or even after dinner, if you’d like.”
“I’m glad I came, Gram. Here, take my arm.
“Thank you. After this week, if you’re feeling depressed, might you call me?”
“I’ll have to think about that, Gram. Probably. Maybe I could come walk in your
woods.”
“Beck, I hope you will. That would be wonderful!”
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VOICES INSIDE MY HEAD
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help would
be emptied
by others
taken and pushed
lopsided in anger
now friends drift further
and enemies shout
from inside my own head
they tap
tap
tap
against my skill
trying to get out
into the world
shouting and snarling.
the friends
used to quiet them
hush them into
submission
those friends now gone
and the voices run wild
in charge of the narrative
clenching my teeth
and squeezing my eyes
to keep the voices inside.
I breathe in
and out
and the voices
start to calm
to only a dull
roar.
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BONE
body and mind ache
I enter the world daily
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bowing to the weight
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MEL HAAGMAN
SPEAK OUT.
There once lived a man who had so much to give,
He had so many reasons to continue to live.
But the world was cruel and the mind unkind,
And internal peace was a challenge to find.
So he battled alone, feared what others may say,
And continued to hide his true sadness away.
Faking a smile was success he achieved,
When he said he was fine, it was always believed.
He wanted to speak but the fear was too strong,
So he battled in silence like nothing was wrong.
No desire to eat, his whole being felt numb,
Even he didn’t recognise the man he’d become.
Soon breathing became a draining chore,
He was so tired but didn’t sleep anymore.
This stayed the same for what felt like forever,
Where life seemed like a hopeless endeavour…
Until one day he picked up the phone,
And discovered right then that he wasn’t alone.
Reassured that he was far from weak,
He broke his silence and started to speak.
And he gained the support that was required,
Now to live, not to die is what he desired.
And through sharing his story and his pain,
He aims to help others to do the same.
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Mary waits in the hallway, in a basement reminiscent of church basements
everywhere, and it could be said that The Center is a church of sorts, an
establishment where individuals with similar interests gather and exchange their
impressions of the world and express their dreams and their fears. To an extent
they socialize. The door is still locked, good because Mary needs to be early: it’s
part of her identity, an identity that includes discipline, sacrifice and loyalty
shaped by 12 years of strict Catholic schooling.
“Hi Mary!” A man with bulging eyes eases up on his walk, and stops beside her,
almost touching her, and sometimes he does, his senses failing to accurately
gauge distance. His slouch is amplified by the backpack, an ungainly hump on his
back.
“Hey Perry. How’s life treating you?”
“I’m okay.” Perry’s round eyes linger on her an extra second. “Not open yet.”
Unsure if this is delivered as a question or statement of fact, Mary nods.
When the deadbolt finally clicks, Perry charges in through the doorway, brushing
Mary aside. He stops, apologizes, bows slightly, Mary smiles and shrugs, then
Perry proceeds onward with renewed vigor, broad chest thrust forward, on a
mission. He lowers his bulging backpack on a plastic orange chair whose three
metal legs shiver with the explosive weight. He grabs the coffee pot, rinses it, fills
it with water, pours the water into a coffee maker. Meanwhile Mary signs in,
punches a code so that the glass door to the offices open, checks her cubby for
messages and articles (Effective Communication from her boss), greets the other
staff, and returns to the community room to rest her shoulder. She starts the day
by reading The Simple Hello That Makes You Feel Good. The message surprises her:
despite a genuine hello’s evanescence, a hello can validate one’s existence. It can
also say: Did you have a tough time getting in? Did you lose your food stamps again?
I’m sorry that life is so difficult, but I know you’ll make it through whatever you
need to get through.
Moments later a steaming cup of black coffee appears on the table, directly
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across from Mary. Perry manages to squeeze into a chair with his loaded cup of
coffee. Slowly he scans the room, to the right, to the left, as if monitoring
vibrations from any sentient being audacious enough to materialize out of the air.
“Thanks, Perry.”
“How does your collarbone feel?” Through the smudged lenses, Perry stares at
her sling, the thick frames impenetrable and dominating his face like a Halloween
mask. The staring initially unsettled her, but in his universe, she understands,
access to basic patterns of thought is convoluted, sometimes lost. The timing is
off. It’s as if his brain is a puzzle with the pieces constantly changing shape.
Appreciation of his position demands that she think very carefully about her
words, their impact on Perry, and then what Perry actually hears. This curiosity
about who people are is recent because like the typical twenty-something, she’s
had little mind space to contemplate another’s existence. Except for Richard.
Richard has been on Mary’s mind for years now. Two years.
“It’s fine,” she says, and looks at steadily at Perry because if the conversation
doesn’t start with understanding, then the day is lost; Perry is lost, like getting
lost in a cornstalk maze, with every cornstalk exactly the same, no one to shout
This way!
They sit around a vinyl-clad table purchased at the Re-Use store down the road,
next door to the thrift stores and small gas stations. The furniture is mismatched,
off color, some with corners not quite 90 degrees as if the carpenter had decided
Good enough.
“I broke my collarbone right here.” Her three middle fingers, the gold ring
glinting in the overhead fluorescent light, lands gently on the middle of her
collarbone. “I was going down a hill and jammed on the brakes. I was exhausted
because I put in a full day at the apple orchard, and then I’d been working all
week on the house Richard and I just bought. Working all the time.”
Perry nods.
“I did not realize how sensitive my brakes were.”
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“Are you, Mary, sensitive?”
“Sometimes.”
“It’s not easy to be with most people when you have a sensitive nature.”
That should have been her line. Perry likes to believe that he is counseling her.
Mary pauses, gathering her thoughts: a thought becomes an action, an action
becomes a habit, and a habit becomes a life. Having mis-spoken before, she
knows the uphill battle to regain trust. A relationship can be set back for days or
doomed forever. She digs deeper within herself, an effort to reach out to him and
consider any future implications of her words. Like Richard, she thinks she
understands him, then he says or does something that disrupts her prediction of
him. But then mystery in a relationship is not necessarily a bad thing.
“Yet it’s not good to be isolated,” Mary finally says. Perry thinks metaphorically,
so she adds, “When my shoulder or collarbone hurts, I try to distract myself.
Ironically, had I been more aware of my bike and myself on the bike, I would have
let go of the handlebars and rolled. The adrenaline surge was phenomenal—I
didn’t feel anything but suspension.”
“That must have felt good.”
Mary laughs and shakes her head. A scientist at heart, Perry knows all about the
feel-good hormones and feel-good meds.
Perry looks suddenly crestfallen.
Leaning over the table Mary says, “I am not laughing at you, Perry. I would never
laugh at you.” She looks him directly in the eye and still he doubts her goodwill.
How painful, she thinks, life must be when everyone seems to be plotting against
you and there is no one you can trust.
“Promise?”
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She nods. The first time she and Richard slept together, she was hesitant and so
inexperienced. Intimacy is always a risk, he said, but the deeper the relationship,
the deeper the trust. Trust me.
“Sometimes, I’m not very smart,” she says, surprising herself. “I can’t even run
anymore.”
“Why?”
“Because I need to keep my upper body stable.”
“No, Mary. Why did you say you weren’t very smart?”
“I should have let go of the handlebars.”
“I think you’re very smart. And pretty.”
“Gee, Perry. Thank you.”
“I bet your husband says that to you, You’re so Pretty.”
Mary’s astounded: that was the first statement Richard made to her in the apple
orchard that indicated any interest in her. Because like her simple and plain name,
Mary believes she is simple and plain, and that Richard selected her from among
the crowd of worshipping students still stuns her, even after six months of
marriage.
“I’ve never met anyone like Richard.”
“Why do you say that?”
She considers the question, then says, “He’s intelligent. Kind. Like you, Perry. And
he has a wicked sense of humor.”
“Why doesn’t he ever come here?”
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“He’s an adjunct at the university. A scientist. He works long hours because he’s
up for tenure, which is –”
“I know what tenure is.” Perry’s eyes are cold.
“Maybe sometimes you’d like to visit his entomology lab? At Wilson Hall.”
“Sure.”
Mary instantly regrets the invitation: Richard doesn’t wear a wedding ring and
hasn’t said anything to the department about his marriage, not yet. But she also
knows Perry: his geographical comfort zone includes The Center, his two doctors,
and his mother’s house.
“It’s hard to know what you will do, and who you are,” Perry says.
“Why’s that?”
“Because who you are changes. Look at me, Mary: I was a very handsome guy
once who had his pick of any woman. Any girlfriend. Hard to believe?” He sits
back in his chair, and it creaks, suggestive of an incipient crack. “Two years of
college, solid As, promising biochemist. Then this?” He bows his head, shakes it
slowly, looks up, his forehead the wrinkled brow of an old man with too many
loses. His cheap jacket is greasy on each side of the straining zipper. His hair is
wild and thinning. Perry is all of 24.
Mary wishes Perry were not so smart and reflective.
“Deep down, there is still that vestige of who I was, and who I am. There are
times when I feel that I can’t live with this pain anymore.”
Mary waits. They’ve had this conversation before. Then she says: “Where’s the
but?”
“But…. My Mom said that when you’re feeling lonely and down, find something
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– anything – to do for someone else.” He rises, almost knocking over the chair,
rummages through his backpack returns with a squished white bakery bag and
hands it gently to Mary. She opens it. Almond crescents. Her favorite he knows,
because they have talked about this too.
“Perry,” she says.
“Mary,” he says, mimicking her tone. Then more seriously, “It means I care about
you, Mary. It’s good to say that to another person. Words mean something. Even
a simple statement like that.”
“And I care about you too, Perry.”
“All I ever want …. is to be treated like a person. When people believe in me, I do
better, I become a better person. I have all of these conversations swirling in the
background, trying to sort the real from the unreal, but I’m not always
successfully. I’m getting better at it. And then once a week, I do something that
moves me out of my comfort zone.”
“What is that this week?”
“You’ll see,” he says. He smiles, then adds: “Person first, illness second. Right?”
“Person first.”
“I am who I am and what I am. What I am not is a throw-away person. I want you
to know that Mary.”
They bump knuckles.

⁂
After her shift, Mary walks to the grocery store. She winces at the expense of a
tomato and a lime, but she has a craving for guacamole, she’s had many cravings
lately, and it’s not as though she can bike up to Five Acres and buy the cheaper,
fresher farm produce. She worked at Five Acres for seven years and is on leave
until her collarbone heals. When she discovered the Halyomorpha halys, stinkbug
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infestation, her boss contacted the university’s entomology department. Shortly
thereafter Mary and a tenure-track adjunct, Dr. Richard Morrison, began
collecting data. They worked so well together that Richard encouraged her to
take his fungi class. At first Mary felt self-conscious being among the 18-year-olds,
but once she found that old school rhythm--sitting for 90 minutes, taking notes,
studying for tests—anticipating the class became pleasurable, and soon, Dr.
Morrison’s class was the highlight of her week. After the semester ended, they
met at a coffee shop to review the Halyomorpha data, and that’s when Richard
said, “You’re so pretty.”
Mary feels lucky to have the job at The Center. After a week of lying in bed,
refusing any pain medication except for ibuprofen, she printed 30 copies of her
resume and walked a mile into the city. The grocery store, the doctors’ offices
and convenience stores all greeted her with the same skepticism and disbelief:
You can’t possibly do this job the way you are. After enduring rejection after
rejection, she found herself outside the red-brick building that housed The
Center. Her water bottle was empty, and she went inside to fill it, and beside the
water fill station was a Counselors Wanted sign. After modifying her elevator
speech, she proceeded inside asking for the executive director. A man with a
blonde ponytail and wire-rims looked up from a group of men and motioned her
to follow him. He “deputized” Perry, then guided Mary through the glass door
into his office.
“Two of my staff called in sick today, and honestly, I don’t think this type of work
is for them. Tom,” he said, as he reached for her functional hand.
“Mary.”
He pulled a form from his vertical file, sat down behind a desk. “Tell me about
yourself.”
“I’m good at problem-solving.”
He waited.
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“I was working at an apple orchard, before this.” She raised her sling. “In
addition, my husband and I just bought a fixer-upper and it’s my responsibility to
do most of the work and I was pulling out carpets, removing the 30-year-old
wallpaper -- a bargain we made because he’s so busy. Tenure-track professor.”
She didn’t know why she said that. Come on, Mary, get with the program. This is
about you. With her functional arm, she removed a copy of her resume from the
cloth purse slung diagonally across her chest. “I’ve worked since I was 12. I do
have a degree – it’s in horticulture—but I’m a quick study. I want to learn.”
“You think you can just jump into this position?”
“I can try.”
He scanned the resume. “Scientist, eh?”
Mary shrugged.
“We’ve never had a scientist work here.”
She nodded.
“But a scientist believes in facts.” He looked thoughtful. “And is not so quick to
judge.” His glasses lifted heavenward. “We are a social-psycho club. Our clients
have cognitive disabilities.”
Mary nodded again. What did she have to lose?
“Hiring is on a trial basis. That goes for everyone, even interns with the social
science and psychology degrees. Read the Hire At Will disclosure. Sign here.
Here’s your manual.” He grabbed a thin, blue plastic binder from the pile beside
his desk and slid it towards her. “Our bible based on years of experience. This is
yours. Then there’s the online training too. Notice there are pages in back that
you are responsible for. Observations. Not judgements. Get to know the people
here. The Center is a refuge for those who take a little longer to process
information, those who process information differently from the average person.
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There’s a lot of good in our people, but you have to search for it, and when you
find it, you will understand that you are with a unique and unusual group of
individuals that most of the world ignores.”
Mary signed the paper and slid it back across the desk.
“Think about your responses, and if you’re not sure how to respond, because
there will be times when you won’t know what to say, then nod. It’s always safe
to nod. The nod says, “I am Listening.” And you won’t know who they are unless
you listen.”
For the next four hours, Mary shadowed Tom. The next day, the cook never
showed up, and Mary, who had been the cook’s helper at summer camps starting
at age 10 (the cook having taken pity on Mary, who had been abnormally shy)
and knew how to cook with odds and ends, made the weekly dinner while Perry
chopped veggies. The experience bonded them forever. The rave reviews from
the normally unenthusiastic diners didn’t hurt either.
⁂
On the way to the grocery’s checkout, Mary passes the deli. The curry chicken
salad with onions, currants, raisins and walnuts draws her in. After their civil
ceremony, she and Richard splurged on the curry chicken salad, ten dollars a
pound, then a movie, I, Tonya at a nearby town because Richard wanted to
protect their anonymity. She loved the scene where Tonya meets her future
husband and Dire Straits’ Romeo and Juliet floats across the ice rink. Tonya’s
husband turned out to be a jerk, and he wrecked her career, but still, that was the
best night of Mary’s life.
Perry’s statement, Do something nice for someone, echoes in her mind’s eye, so
she buys two pounds of the chicken salad, and takes the bus up the hill to the
University and in no time is sauntering along a gravel path, admiring the 19th
century stone buildings with their tall windows and blue and green slate roofs.
She revels in the fact that not only is she among the best brains in the country,
but that she was accepted into the Natural Sciences Ph.D. program. She plans to
start next August. She hasn’t told Richard yet—she wants to, but she senses he
has too much on his mind. And Richard has asked her not to show her face at the
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University, not until he has tenure, because anything, such as dating a former
student, could count against him. You just never know what the committee is
thinking, he said. She pulls her wool cap down, close to her eyes, and plans to
hang the plastic bag of food on his doorknob and leave.
She scans the entrance then ascends the long marble steps to his building and
walks so softly that she barely hears her feet in the echoing hallways. Classes are
in session, so the hallways are empty. She proceeds cautiously, making sure no
one sees her. Quietly she ascends the wood stairway, listening for other footfalls.
Nothing. Then she is in his hallway. Completely empty. Her heart is beating. There
is no one on the bench between his office and the next one, and this emboldens
her. She goes right up to the door, hangs the plastic bag of food on the knob, and
lingers, reading his name: Dr. Richard Morrison. Pride wells up in her, and her
stomach somersaults with love. There will be two doctors in the family. She puts
her ear against the door, wondering if he listens to music while he works. She
listens. Then she hears someone plodding up the stairs and is paralyzed by the
vision of Perry at the end of the hallway.
“How did you get here?” she says, quickly walking toward him, trying to keep her
voice low, and calm.
“My intuition told me to come,” Perry says, grinning. Then he sees the look on
her face, and his face falls.
The door to Richard’s office opens, and Mary catches a fleeting glimpse of a
young woman, her face flushed, hair disheveled, scurrying in the opposite
direction. Then she sees Richard, his dark eyebrows lowered, his face distorted.
He looks right at her, then closes the door, not quite a slam but with enough
force that the plastic container of curry chicken bangs against the wood.
“Who was that?” Perry says.
Mary starts walking quickly down the hall, Perry lumbering after her, down the
stairs, out on the landing to the gravel path, and when they are far enough away,
Mary says, “I don’t know.”
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“I don’t believe you, Mary.”
She’s about to cry or vomit, she can’t decide what her body wants to do, when
Perry takes her hand.
“Mary, look at me. Listen to me. I am here for you, Mary. Person first.”

THE BIGGER LIFE – ALISA CHILDRESS

Alone
I am walking home from school on a dreary, cloudy day. The air smells like rain.
The overcast sky always makes me feel comforted. Protected. Not exactly happy,
but content. When the sun is out, I feel outwardly excited. But, under the grey
clouds, I feel subdued. The world seems small and cozy.
Not today. Instead, everything feels off-kilter. The clouds make the world feel
stifling and narrow. The thick air weighs me down, even more than the backpack
I carry, full of cheap paper Valentine cards and candy. I ate way too much sugar at
my sixth-grade party, and I feel a bit sped up inside, far from the calm I usually
have on days like this.
I notice the uneven sidewalk beside the old brick church. I am careful to step
around and over the cracks and bumps that I have become so familiar with,
walking down this city block daily for much of my young life. I hear the traffic
rushing by next to me. The colors of the cars do not seem as vibrant as they
usually do. They are muted, faded, under the overcast sky.
Across a small parking lot, a large brown dog runs through his yard. The house he
protects has asphalt peeling off and tar peeking through its faux brick façade. He
barks at everyone who dares walk past. Every day, as I walk the entire length of
the block, he yells menacingly at me. His actual ability to threaten has been
rendered moot by the dog run he is tethered to and the tall chain-link fence he
sits behind.
But today, I only make it a few steps into his territory when his barks begin to
resonate in my head. They are bouncing around in my brain. Reverberating and
growing louder and louder. They start to drown out the heavy mid-day traffic just
a few feet away on Oak Street. I no longer notice horns honking, engines revving.
I do not hear the chatter of the people around me as they walk by. Or the
mechanical sound of the city bus on the corner as it stops to drop off some and
pick up others.
And then the color washes out. The colors that had been muted just a second
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ago fade to black and white. The brightly colored cars become barely noticeable
shades of grey. And then my breath catches, and I panic.
I am going to die. I am going to die.
I feel pure terror, a panic like I have never felt before. My head knows that I am
not in danger. I have walked this route, listened to this dog, worn this scratchy
plaid polyester uniform for most of my life. Nothing has changed, but everything
feels different. I can no longer walk, so I stand with my feet firmly rooted to the
concrete as though I were the giant oak tree in my backyard.
That backyard feels miles away. I wish I were home, but I cannot seem to force
myself to place one foot in front of the other; to make any movement in that
direction. My thoughts are racing as I am convinced that I will be forever planted
in this spot.
I know that I am going to die right here, in my colorless world with only the
barking dog. I feel dizzy.
I’ll go back to school. Everyone will know I am crazy. They’ll see it. But that is better
than dying here. I guess.
If I go back, my racing thoughts will be telegraphed for all to hear. Since I am
feeling like this, I obviously must look different too. The school is visible, only half
a block behind me, but I cannot make my feet budge in that direction either. It
may as well be as far away as my very distant and very needed front door.
I can’t breathe. I can’t breathe. I can’t breathe.
I am stuck here on the sidewalk for what seems like a lifetime. People walk past
me. No one stops. No one notices. I finally steel my body to walk home. My mind
is still racing. I am walking out of muscle memory—on autopilot. I walk the same
route that has become rote to me over the years. I pass the dog, not noticing if
he ever stopped barking. I cross the railroad tracks in a daze.
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I can breathe. I can walk. But the world remains colorless. I do not see people
coming and going. I do not notice if children are playing, or the mailman is out. I
do not see anything as I walk home, but I am moving, at least.
I pass the bar on the corner of my block. And walk by the houses that I pass by
many times a day. I know everyone who lives in every house from that corner to
my home. I have been in them, knocked on the front doors to see if my friends
could come out to play. But still, I am not safe. I do not recollect that walk home.
I only know that I somehow made it as I open my front door.
The colors in my living room are muffled from the overcast day and the closed
curtain. But I can see some of the brown in the carpet and the pattern in the
wallpaper. Thankfully, my dog is not barking. He greets me at the door, and I pick
him up. I sit with him on the couch, even though he has long since wanted to be
put back down. As he struggles to break free from my grip, my tears drop onto
his fur. I do not know if I cried during the panic attack or on the way home.
I know that I will never be the same after this. I know that I cannot tell anyone. I
am already the weird kid. The fat one. The nerdy one. I am the quiet one, and my
only friends are other misfits. I do not want to be the crazy one too. Since my dog
cannot talk, I tell him about everything that had happened to me over the past
hour. He does not seem to think I am crazy. Overbearing and needy, maybe. But
not crazy.
“Petchi, I am so scared. Something is wrong with me. I made it home. But it was
so hard. I couldn’t breathe. I couldn’t think. I am dizzy. I think I am dying. I am
crazy. What do I do, Petchi?”
Days turn into weeks as I live with the constant fear that this will happen again. I
do not walk home by myself. Choosing instead to wait for my neighbors to get
out of detention. I am on edge even when walking with the others. They do not
notice, which comes as a surprise and a relief. Since I am going crazy, at least I am
not attracting attention to it.
I am afraid at school. I am afraid at home. I am most afraid outside. I do not want
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to spend time alone. On the bad days, I fake sick. If I do not go to school, I do not
have to walk home. I am by myself then, but I can watch TV for company, and my
dog is there. And as a bonus, I do not have to hear the other kids tell fat jokes
about me. I do not have to feel like an outcast. I do not have to listen to who got
their period and who is French kissing.
Fathers and daughters
Eventually, I get up the nerve to tell my most trusted person about that day—my
dad. I wait until one of our Sundays together. A rare one in which his girlfriend
was not around. I certainly did not want to give her any more reason not to like
me. We are sitting in his living room, listening to music and working on a
crossword puzzle. It was another overcast day, so I was more worried about it
happening again.
I begin to cry my way through my story as he listens and asks questions.
“Were you afraid of the dog? He couldn’t get you.”
“No. Not the dog. It was the barking. The barking was all I could hear. It was so
loud. And everything looked different.”
“Was your heart beating fast?”
“I think so. I was dizzy.”
“I am going crazy. And I am so scared,” I gasp, barely able to breathe through my
sobs. “What if it happens again? I’m going to die.”
My dad pulls me onto his lap on the worn brown couch and hugs me. I feel safe.
There is no safer and more comforting place in the world than my dad’s hug. It
has just the right amount of firmness to make the rest of the world ok. He lets me
haltingly make my way through the rest of my story.
“That sounds awful, and I understand how scary it was.”
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Sniff. “Yeah.”
“You are not going crazy. And you are not going to die. I know it feels like it. You
had a panic attack.”
I am taking this in as my sobs turn to whimpers.
“You will have more of them. Probably for the rest of your life. But you will be ok.
I have them too. I had my first panic attack when I was twenty. Mine also came
out of the blue. Nothing unusual seemed to cause it.”
I learn that the Valium for which he went to rehab just a year before was
prescribed by a doctor to fight these panic attacks. I also learn that my nan went
to the emergency room twice because she thought she was having a heart
attack, but they were panic attacks.
“The most important thing to remember is that they may feel like they last
forever, but they don’t. They can only last a few minutes. The best thing you can
do is just ride it out. And no matter what, keep doing whatever you were doing
when you had the panic attack. Make sure you keep walking down that same
block. Don’t let it stop you.”
I take this advice to heart. He tells me this again and again over the years as he
becomes increasingly agoraphobic. He is not trapped in his house, although he
has those days, and tells me stories of fighting his way through them. First
making himself step onto the porch. Then his front sidewalk. And, finally, get into
his car. But there are many things he will not do and places he will not go because
of panic. He avoids crowds, no longer going to concerts despite his love of music.
He rarely drives more than 15 miles away from his house and never on
expressways.
And, of course, he is right. Throughout my life, I have panic attacks on public
streets and buses, in grocery stores and libraries. I have them at home, work, and
school. But I keep going back. I want a bigger life than what I could have limited
to only my city or my neighborhood. Or, worse yet, stuck at home.
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My dad approaches his seventieth birthday with a sense of dread. He is healthy
but says that no one in his family lives much past seventy. I understand this is the
misplaced anxiety that runs through our blood.
A month after his birthday, he is diagnosed with esophageal cancer. He struggles
through cancer treatments because they were on the third floor, down a long
hallway. I wish I could go with him; to support him the same way he supported
me so many times, but I can’t because of COVID protocols.
Six months later, he dies on the top floor of a hospital and down a long hallway.
Never having been on an airplane, despite wanting to see the museums of
Europe. Having missed his father’s funeral because he was afraid to drive on the
expressways and afraid to let others drive him.
Mothers and Sons
After college, I have a brief respite from panic attacks, but they return when I am
pregnant with my only child. First, in a swimming pool, triggered by the noise
from Fourth of July Fireworks, I struggle to pull my way up the ladder. And again,
on a family camping trip at a state park when I am convinced that, if I go to sleep,
I will not wake up the following day.
After that, they come more frequently. They come at home, where I have to sit
down because I am hyperventilating and afraid, I will faint. I have to remind
myself that I am not dying as I try to catch my breath. They come while driving,
forcing me to pull over to the side of the road. But still, because of my dad’s
advice, I keep going back.
When my son is only two years old, he gets stuck at the top of many play
structures, at parks and playlands. He cries, terrified to come down.
One day, after lunch, my dad watches as I climb up to help his only grandchild
down. “He is one of us. He is going to have problems. You are going to have to
help him.” Don’t let him be like me. Let him have the bigger life. The one you
created. The one you fought for.
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Just as with me, Dad is right about my son. His occasional fears—elevators,
heights, stairs—while quirky when he was small, develop more resolve. And his
panic attacks begin in high school.
“Mom, I feel awful. I can’t go to school. Mom, I’m sick.” He has diarrhea, but I can
see the anxiety in his eyes. I can feel his stress and terror as much as I can my
own.
“Mom, I am afraid to go to class. The teacher doesn’t like me. I am letting
everyone in my group down.”
“It’s ok. We will find you some help. You have to keep at it.”
I call his pediatrician about his stomach upset and his anxiety. The nurse tells me
to give him Imodium for his diarrhea. They will not give him anything for stress,
but she gives me a list of psychiatrists.
He has diarrhea every morning and misses more school than ever before. He tells
me about having panic attacks on the bus and in the halls. He feels like he does
not fit in and has social anxiety. I talk to his teachers, but they tell me that he is
likable and friendly. They do not understand how much work he puts into being
“likeable and friendly.” Each day gets worse, and he becomes more and more
afraid to go to school. He has a brief respite over a long weekend but comes to
my bedroom Sunday night.
“Mom.” This time he is talking around his sobs. “I am so sorry. I love you. I am
just so sorry. I love you so much. I didn’t mean it.” Again, my breath catches as
my heart stops. I know what is coming.
Please don’t let him say it. Please let me be wrong.
“I did something stupid. I didn’t know what else to do. I just can’t go to school
anymore.”
I sit up and try to remain calm for him. “What’s going on, bubs? What did you
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do?”
“I took a lot of Imodium. At least eight pills.”
I call poison control, who tells me to take him to the emergency room. My
husband drives as I hold my son’s hand, not allowing myself to cry. We watch him
as he forces down the activated charcoal and vomits up the black goo. My
husband and I are allowed to visit him for one hour each day as he spends a week
in a psychiatric unit for teens. I am reminded of my visitations with my dad when
he was in a mental hospital for six weeks when I was a child. He is right. We are
the same, the three of us.
My son is 18. He is still afraid of heights. But he has been hiking in the mountains
and to the top of the Sears Tower. He still has panic attacks, especially around
school and social situations, but goes to college two hours away. He lives in the
dorm and finds his way around campus. He drives, even when he is not
comfortable. He is making friends and trying to find a boyfriend. I am happy that I
have instilled in him, the same thing that my dad instilled in me. And regretful
that my dad could not reap the benefits himself.
Never give in to your panic and never stop fighting your fears. Make sure you go
back again and again. And keep going no matter how afraid you are. This is the only
way to have the bigger life.
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